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A quasi-experimental time series evaluation of the effect a random breath testing (RBT) initiative,
introduced late in 1989 in Victoria, on crashes during 1990 was undertaken (Report no. 37). This
report presents an additional evaluation study which uses an alternative method of estimating the
effect of the initiative on crashes in 1990, and also attempts to assess the effect during 1991.

The RBT initiative involved a substantially different method of RBT enforcement compared with
past operations, with bus-based RBT stations replacing car-based stations and a multi-million dollar,
Statewide anti-drink:driving publicity campaign through all mass media.

Multivariate time series modelling of high alcohol hour serious casualty and fatal crashes was
undertaken to estimate the change relating to the RBT initiative during 1990 and 1991, taking into
account changes in unemployment rate and changes in the same crash types in NSW. A form of time
series modelling known as ARlMA Intervention Analysis was used to estimate effects during 1990,
whilst a multiple regression approach was used to estimate effects during 1991.

The findings of the present study indicate that the RBT initiative (in its entirety) resulted in an 18%
reduction in high alcohol hour serious casualty crashes and a 24% reduction in high alcohol hour fatal
crashes in metropolitan Melbourne in 1990, but no statistically significant effect during 1991. In
rural Victoria, high alcohol hour serious casualty crashes decreased by 13% in 1990 and by 24% in
1991, whilst there were no statistically significant effects in high alcohol hour fatal crashes in rural
Victoria in 1990 nor 1991. The conclusiveness of these findings depends on the adequacy of
unemployment rate as an indicator of changes in travel during high alcohol hours, the appropriateness
of NSW as a comparison area to take into account the effects of "other" factors (other than
unemployment rate) influential in Victoria during the intervention period, and the assumption of
minimal effects of concurrent speed camera operations in Victoria during high alcohol hours.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

INTRODUCTION

The Monash University Accident Research Centre (MUARC) recently completed an
evaluation of the impact of an anti-drink driving and random breath testing (RBT)
initiative on crashes in Victoria during 1990 (and the last few weeks of 1989). This
extension to the initial study provides an alternative method of estimating the effect
of the initiative on crashes in 1990, and also attempts to assess the effect during 1991.

THE INITIATIVE

The initiative involved a substantially different method of RBT enforcement

compared with past operations, with bus-based RBT stations replacing car-based
stations. A multi-million dollar, Statewide anti-drink driving publicity campaign
through all mass media, was launched in mid December 1989, and reinforced
throughout 1990 and 1991. This campaign was the cornerstone of public perceptions
of the program, designed to both heighten perceptions of extended enforcement and
sensitise the public to the consequences of drink driving. A media launch and
publicity for the introduction of new "Booze Buses" also occurred in April and
September 1990, respectively.

The change to bus-based operations more than doubled the number of drivers tested
per unit time from the passing traffic stream, thus increasing the proportion of drivers
tested who approached RBT stations. The initiative has also changed the quality of
exposure to RBT by the clearly identifiable and highly visible "Booze Bus" designed
solely for that purpose. In the metropolitan area there was no change in the number
of RBT sessions conducted, and gradual but smaller increases in session
hours/duration. In rural Victoria, the number of sessions decreased, whilst session
hours dropped mainly throughout 1990.

The late 1989 and 1990 period of the initiative involved the launch of the initiative
and publicity, the change-over to the use of buses in enforcement operations, the
phased introduction of 13 new buses to replace 4 existing buses, but relatively small
increases in hours of RBT operation (in the metropolitan area). The 1991 period
represents a more stable period of new bus operations and publicity, and larger
increases (relative to 1989) in both hours of RBT operation and tests conducted in the
metropolitan area.

These different patterns were assessed by testing effects in the 1990 and the 1991
periods separately. The introduction of the initiative differed between metropolitan
Melbourne and rural Victoria, with (relatively) smaller, more gradual changes in rural
areas. This also indicated that effects for these two parts of the State should be
separately evaluated.
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In brief the key apsects of the initiative were:

• A major multi-million dollar, multi-media publicity campaign

• Thirteen new, high profile 'Booze Buses', largely replacing car-based testing,
especially in Melbourne

• A strike force using 'Probationary Constables In Training' (PCIT's) on monthly
roster to operate buses

• More than doubling the number of drivers tested, mostly in Melbourne

METHOD

Time series modelling of high alcohol hour serious casualty and fatal crashes was
undertaken to estimate the change in these crashes relating to the RBT initiative
during 1990 and 1991, taking into account changes in unemployment rate and
changes in the same crash types in NSW.

Multivariate time series models of high alcohol hour serious casualty and fatal crashes
were developed for Melbourne (treatment area) and Sydney (comparison area), so
that the changes beginning from the first month of the initiative could be estimated
for each series. Percentage changes in each area could then be contrasted allowing
the net percentage change in Melbourne to be estimated, ie. estimated percentage
changes in target crashes in Melbourne during each of the post-intervention years
(1990 and 1991) were adjusted by the parallel estimated percentage changes in
Sydney during the same year. The net change provided an estimate of the percentage
change in high alcohol hour crashes that is attributable to the RBT initiative. The
same process was undertaken for the respective rural areas of Victoria and NSW.

Unemployment rate was used in the models in order to account for different trends in
the two States in estimated total vehicle travel and economic activity (especially its
influence on night-time travel) over the intervent,ion period. In order to check that
unemployment rate was a valid indicator, models were fitted for each State with one
using estimated vehicle travel (based on fuel sales) and the other using the
unemployment rate. The results obtained were virtually identical regardless of
whether estimated travel or unemployment rate was used.

A form of time series modelling known as ARIMA Intervention Analysis was used to
estimate effects during 1990, whilst a multiple regression approach was used to
estimate effects during 1991.
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REsULTS

Table 1 below shows the estimated changes in high alcohol hour serious casualty
crashes for Melbourne and rural Victoria separately during 1990 and 1991.

Table 1

Net percentage changes in high alcohol hour serious casualty crashes in
Melbourne and in rural Victoria during 1990 & 1991

Intervention Net change inNet change in
Period

Melbourne# &rural Victoria# &
90% confidence

90% confidence
interval

interval
1990 (ARIMA model)

-17.9%*-12.8%*
(-7.9% to -26.8%)

(-3.7% to -21.1%)

1991
(Regression model)

-13.4% os- 24.3%*
(9.0% to -31.2%)

(-13.2% to -34.0%)

# ONE-TAILED SIGNIFICANCE TESTING FOR NET REDUCTIONS IN MELBOURNE, CORRESPONDING TO
90% CONFIDENCE INTERVALS

* Statistically significant at p< 0.05 level ns not significant at the 0.05 level

Using Sydney as a comparison area for Melbourne (after taking into account the
different changes in unemployment rate in the two cities), the changes in Sydney
were used to estimate the changes that would have occurred in Melbourne had the
intervention not taken place. The netted percentage changes show that the initiative
was associated with a significant 17.9% reduction in high alcohol hour serious
casualty crashes in Melbourne in 1990, but no statistically significant effect in 1991
(non significant 13.4% reduction).

Using rural NSW as a comparison area for rural Victoria (after taking into account
the different changes in unemployment in the two rural areas), the changes there were
used to estimate the changes that would have occurred in rural Victoria had the
intervention not taken place. The netted percentage changes show that the initiative
was associated with a significant 12.8% reduction in high alcohol hour serious
casualty crashes in 1990 and a significant 24.3% reduction in 1991.

Fatal crashes during high alcohol hours were used as a secondary criterion in this
evaluation because of their lower numbers, higher chance variation, and hence
reduced sensitivity for measuring the effect of the RBT initiative compared with
serious casualty crashes. The results are shown in Table 2 below.
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Table 2

Net percentage changes in high alcohol hour fatal crashes in Melbourne and in
rural Victoria during 1990 & 1991

Intervention Net change inNet change in
Period

Melbourne# &rural Victoria# &
90% confidence

90% confidence
interval

interval
1990 (ARIMA model)

-24.2%*2.6%ns

(-1.4% to -41.8%)
(32.8% to -20.7%)

1991
(RegressIon model)

- 3.6%ns-1.2%ns
(66.4% to -44.1%)

(42.0% to -31.3%)

# ONE-TAILED SIGNIFICANCE TESTING FOR NET REDUCTIONS IN MELBOURNE, CORRESPONDING TO
90% CONFIDENCE INTERVALS

* Statistically significant at p< 0.05 level ns not significant at the 0.05 level

Using Sydney as a comparison area for Melbourne, the netted percentage changes
show that there was a statistically significant 24% decrease in high alcohol hour fatal
crashes in Melbourne in 1990, but no statistically significant effect in 1991.

Using rural NSW as a comparison area for rural Victoria, the netted percentage
changes show that there was no statistically significant effect of the initiative on high
alcohol hour fatal crashes in 1990 or in 1991. The confidence limits were, however,
very wide for these estimates which reduces the chances of showing a significant
effect.

CONCLUSIONS

The findings of the present study indicate that the RBT initiative (in its entirety)
resulted in an 18% reduction in high alcohol hour serious casualty crashes and a 24%
reduction in high alcohol hour fatal crashes in Melbourne in 1990, but no statistically
significant effect during 1991.

In rural Victoria, high alcohol hour serious casualty crashes decreased by 13% in
1990 and by 24% in 1991, whilst there were no statistically significant effects in high
alcohol hour fatal crashes in rural Victoria in 1990 nor 1991.

The conclusiveness of these findings depends on the adequacy of unemployment rate
as an indicator of changes in travel during high alcohol hours, the appropriateness of
NSW as a comparison area to take into account the effects of "other" factors (other
than unemployment rate) influential in Victoria during the intervention period, and
the assumption of minimal effects of speed camera operations in Victoria during high
alcohol hours.



1.0 INTRODUCTION

The Monash University Accident Research Centre (MUARC) has recently completed
an evaluation to determine the impact of an anti-drink driving and random breath
testing (RBT) initiative on crashes in Victoria during 1990 (and the last few weeks of
1989). The initiative involved a qualitatively and quantitatively different method of

RBT enforcement with bus-based RBT stations replacing car-based operations. A

multi-million dollar, Statewide multi-media publicity campaign "If you drink then

drive, you're a bloody idiot" was launched in mid December 1989, and intensively

reinforced intermittently throughout 1990 and 1991. A media launch and publicity

for the introduction of new "Booze Buses" also occurred in April and September

1990, respectively.

A detailed description of the initiative, operational data and the methodology used in
the initial evaluation of effects up to the end of 1990 is reported by Drummond,
Sullivan, Cavallo & Rumbold (1992) and in a detailed report of operations by
Sullivan, Cavallo, Rumbold & Drummond (1992). This extension to the initial study
provides an alternative method of estimating the effect of the initiative on crashes in
1990, and also attempts to assess the effect during 1991.

2.0 OVERVIEW OF THE INITIATIVE· WHAT IS BEING EVALUATED?

2.1 RBT enforcement

Changes in RBT began in metropolitan Melbourne in late 1989, with a large-scale
shift to bus-based RBT operations from the traditional car-based method (buses had
been used at a relatively low level over previous years). Existing buses (4 operational
Toyota Coaster converted buses) were used initially, being gradually replaced with a
fleet of 13 new purpose-built and highly visible "Booze Buses" between April and
November 1990. There was a much smaller and delayed use of bus-based RBT in
rural Victoria, although rural areas (generally) closer to Melbourne received bus
based testing earlier and more frequently than rural areas farther from Melbourne
(Figures 1- 4). This is not surprising given that the initiative and new buses were first
obvious in Melbourne, and the deployment of RBT operations was centrally
controlled for metropolitan police districts.

Quantitatively, the main changes associated with the use of bus-based RBT stations
was that a greater number of personnel can conduct tests at anyone time. The
sampling fraction from the passing traffic stream was therefore greater, resulting in
more than a doubling in the testing rate (per hour). This is reflected in the doubling
in tests conducted since 1989. The level of testing increased in 1990 and again in
1991 (Figure 5). Of course, the number of personnel required to undertake such
operations increased substantially.
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In contrast, there was little change in the number of RBT sessions conducted in the

metropolitan area, and decreases in the rural area (Figures 6 & 7). The duration of
sessions became slightly longer, reflected as small and gradual increases in the total
number of hours of RBT operations in the metropolitan area (an increase by about 1/3

in 1990 and 2/3 in the first half of 1991, relative to 1989; Figure 8). Therefore, in this
sense, there has been only a modest expansion of the RBT program in the
metropolitan area, especially in 1990, relative to the more drastic and large increase
in tests conducted.

In reality, the probability of being tested when driving past an RBT station has greatly

increased, but the chances of actually passing an RBT station has only slightly
increased. However, the relative deterrent value of increasing the former as opposed

to the latter is not known (the incremental deterrent value of actually being tested

rather than just driving past an RBT station has not been assessed) and also the
perceptions of drivers may not reflect this reality (the initiative may have exaggerated
the presence of RBT stations in the minds of drivers).

At a qualitative level, bus-based testing is considered to be more conspicuous than
car-based operations, particularly for the new "Booze Buses" which are purpose-built
for maximum visibility. It is therefore probable that the proportion of drivers
recognising the bus-based RBT station as they pass it or travel in its vicinity,
increases. This assumes that a large proportion of those passing a traditional car
based session do not recognise its purpose. It should be noted however that there are
no data to validate this expected outcome. An additional change has been the use of
Police Constables In Training (PCITs) to undertake the testing at RBT stations since
November 1989.

On the basis of the data provided, it would seem that this initiative has sought to
increase the deterrent value of RBT, largely by improving the quality of delivery,
visibility and increasing testing rate per hour of operation, rather than by markedly
increasing the duration of RBT operation, per se.

2.2 Publicity

A publicity campaign was launched on 12 December 1989 and has been presented
through all types of media (television, print and radio). Graphic post-crash scenarios
are presented in which vehicle passengers are severely injured and the driver has a
positive BAC reading. The television advertisements are particularly emotive
showing scenes with distressed relatives and hospital staff, and the severity of the
personal injuries resulting from the crash. Some advertising also publicised RBT
enforcement through the new "Booze Buses". There were also a considerable number
of media articles published about the initiative. The level of publicity was extremely
intensive relative to levels of previous initiatives, with public recall of the
advertisements at over 90%.
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Figure 6

Metropolitan Area· Number of RBT Sessions Conducted
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Figure 8
RBT - Monthly Number ot Hourl ot Teltlng
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2.3 The program being evaluated

In essence, the program being evaluated:

• builds on a history of mainly car-based RBT, related drink driving publicity
and other anti-drink driving countermeasures which have been introduced since
the late 1970's;

• has more than doubled the number of drivers tested per unit time from the
passing traffic stream, thus changing the relative mix of non-tested vs tested
motorists in the passing traffic stream.
Actually taking a test and/or an awareness that there is a greater chance of
being tested when passing a bus-based station, may have enhanced deterrence
value over only seeing the operation and/or perceiving that there is a lower
probability of being tested when passingl;

• has increased the number of drivers exposed to RBT to the maximum potential
that can be achieved from:

(i) increased visibility (for the same number of sessions), and
(ii) the gradual, but relatively smaller increments in the length of

sessions/hours of operation;

• has changed the quality of exposure to RBT by the clearly identifiable and
highly visible "Booze Bus" designed solely for that purpose;

• has used an intensive publicity campaign to raise community awareness of
drink driving, crash consequences and, to a lesser extent, the introduction and
operation of "Booze Buses".

1It is not known to what extent drivers are aware of this change, nor what the relative deterrent value

is of actually being tested as opposed to seeing the operation
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3.0 METHODS OF EVALUATION

3.1 Quasi-experimental time series analysis

The initial evaluation (Drummond et al, 1992) used univariate time series analysis to

predict, on the basis of pre- intervention trends, the incidence of crashes that would

have occured within a treated 'group' in the study period. This was then compared to

the actual number of crashes to determine whether there had been changes. Changes

in a comparison 'group', not affected by the treatment, were used to account for the

changes due to the influence of other factors (for example, abrupt changes in road

use, or the introduction of another countermeasure) which coincided with the timing
of the initiative.

This evaluation process is displayed diagrammatically in Figure 9 below.

DEFINE TREAlMENT

amount and type of enforcement and
.J,

DEFINE EVALUATION CRITERIONn'ARGET OF INITIATIVE
hiszh alcohol hour crashes

.J,

IDENTIFY TREATED GROUP(S)
use data to identify where and when the treatment is applied:

E.G. Melbourne full treatment, Rural areas part treatment
.J,

IDENTIFY A COMPARISON GROUP

must be (a) unaffected by the treatment, and (b) the changes in the evaluation criteria (high alcohol
crashes) in the intervention period in this group must represent a good surrogate for the changes that

would have occurred in the treated 2I'OUO if the treatment had not operated E.G. Sydney, NSW
.J,

MEASURE CHANGE IN TREATED GROUP

predicted vs. observed number of target crashes

MEASURE CHANGE IN UNTREATED GROUP

predicted vs. observed number of target crashes
.J,

CONTRAST CHANGE IN TREATED & UNTREATED GROUPS TO
DETERMINE IF THERE HAS BEEN AN EFFECT RELATED TO THE

TREAlMENT

Figure 9 Flow chart describing evaluation process
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In order to satisfy the comparison group requirement (b) above, it is widely held that

the treatment and comparison groups be similar in as many ways as possible, to avoid

confounding (Hauer, 1991 offers an alternative view on this subject, however).

However, it is not possible, in a strict sense, to have complete similarity between

treatment and comparison groups, unless the treatment is randomly allocated to

matched pairs of groups. What needs to be kept in mind is that the changes in crashes

in the comparison group needs to represent the effects of 'other factors' on the target

crashes in the treatment group, so that changes in the comparison group can be used

to estimate the changes that would have occurred in the treatment group.

Differences between the treated and comparison groups can confound the estimation

of change due to other factors in the treatment group. At times, a valid comparison

group is not available, or it may meet some criteria but not others, or it is difficult to

assess its adequacy given the range of factors that could be important and might
differ, but for which data are not available to undertake such an assessment. The

challenge in the evaluation of this countermeasure was to find an adequate
comparison group to serve the above purpose (that is, to account for other factors
which have also influenced the treatment group) thus allowing inferences ascribing
observed changes to the initiative.

In the initial evaluation a quasi-experimental approach was used, in which inter-State
comparisons (metropolitan Melbourne vs. Sydney) and intra-rural comparisons
provided a form of "control" (ie. the comparison area is used to account for the
effects of other factors, which are presumed to affect the treated and comparison area
equally). Such interstate comparisons cannot provide perfect control since economic
and other factors are not identical in both areas, and each State has conducted some
type of drink driving countermeasure over previous years (Homel, 1988). However,
this provided the best available comparison group and the best evaluation method
within the framework of univariate time series analysis.

Econometricians (Phillips, Ray & Votey, 1984; Votey, 1984) have argued that this
approach does not take account of the many exogenous factors which "influence"
accident levels (eg. vehicle distance travelled, alcohol consumption, vehicle mix, law
enforcement levels, etc.). Econometric models of casualties attempt to statistically
control for and take account of the many factors that might influence accident levels.

3.2 Multivariate time series analysis

Because it was believed that it is likely that "other factors" (eg. alcohol sales and
economic activity, especially the influence of the latter on night-time travel) may
have had different effects in treated and comparison areas, an alternative method of
time series analysis was used in this evaluation study.

This extension to the initial study used the same quasi-experimental areas for
comparison and, in many ways, built on the initial work, for instance, by using the
same evaluation criteria (that is, serious casualty crashes and fatal crashes in high
alcohol hours) and the data-driven approach to defining the nature of the enforcement
and identifying areas and times which are affected by it. The major conceptual
differences in the two methods are:
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1. A Melbourne vs. Sydney comparison is still used in a time-series framework,

but an attempt is made to account for the differential effect of "other" (ie.

economic) factors on the incidence of crashes in the two areas, which may
disturb the comparison.

In order to do this, a multivariate time series model is developed and the

effects of the economic measure are separated from the effects of the initiative.

Instead of using a univariate time series model to make predictions for

comparisons with actual crash frequencies, an explanatory model was

developed within which the initiative and economic measures are included as

variables in the model and tested for their relationships with the crash data.

2. The use of time series modelling to discern relationships between crashes and

independent variables, rather as a tool for making predictions, allows
statistical assessment of effects in post-intervention periods longer than 12
months after the introduction of the initiative. This is because most univariate

forecasting methods can only predict one seasonal cycle ahead.

This allowed the extension study to attempt to estimate the effects of the
initiative during 1991, in addition to providing alternative estimates during
1990. (The initial study did not attempt to measure effects beyond the end of
1990, which was recognised as the limit of the univariate time series analysis
methods used.)

3. The use of time series modelling in this way theoretically allows testing of the
separate relationships between measures of elements of the initiative (eg. the
enforcement and publicity elements) and the crash criteria, to provide
indications of the relative effects of each component. The problems with
attempting this are listed in footnote 2.
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4.0 DETAILS OF THIS EV ALVA TION

4.1 Scope of the evaluation

As noted in Section 2, the initiative is comprised of different elements, The initial

change-over in RBT enforcement from use of cars to use of existing buses, the phased

introduction of the new buses over an eight month period (April to November 1990),

and the presence of publicity over all phases, means that the effects of the various

components of the initiative cannot be assessed independently, in a strict technical
sense2,

However, quantitatively and qualitatively different treatment periods can be assessed

by testing effects in the 1990 and the 1991 periods separately. The former period
represents the effects of the launch of the initiative, the change-over to the use of
buses in enforcement, the phasing in of new buses and related publicity, and
relatively small increases in hours of RBT operation; the latter period represents a
more stable period of new bus operations and publicity, and larger increases (relative
to 1989) in both hours of RBT operation and tests conducted3, However, obtaining

2 A multivariate time series model could be used to dissociate effects by enforcement and publicity
over the intervention period, however this approach has the following problems:
(i) a measure of the publicity over time is required, such as TARPS (Target Audience Rating Points);
(H) the quantified measure of publicity may not reflect its expected effect on crash risk; ie. the
numerical values representing the amount of publicity over time does not necessarily represent its
effect on crash risk because the nature of the relationship is more complex, with residual and
decremental effects over time to be taken into account, as well as the nature of the publicity and the
characterisitics of its communication, ego intensity and duration of the campaign (Johnston &
Cameron, 1979);
(Hi) an appropriate measure of RBT enforcement needs to be selected for use in the model to
represent the amount of enforcement over time, however, as discussed earlier, the relationship
between RBT hours of operation and tests conducted has been altered by the new method of RBT,
and the relative deterrence value of tests as opposed to hours of operation is not known, therefore
selection of the appropriate measure is difficult and directly influences the results that would be
obtained;
(iv) if the measures of publicity and enforcement correlate, then it is not possible to dissociate their
individual correlations with crash criteria;
(v) if it is possible to obtain individual correlations for publicity and enforcement with crashes, there
is always the possibility that this is an artefact of these measures' association with another
(unmeasured) factor, that is, the correlations only provide a measure of association but not causation;
(vi) correlations obtained only relate to those produced when the other components of the program
were operating, and not the expected effect of that component when operating on its own.

3 Although the post-intervention period could be segmented into smaller, more specific treatment
periods when different mixes of the components were operating, the problem with interpreting results
from such analyses makes this technically indefensible for the following reasons: (a) public
perceptions of the initiative are unlikely to be compartmentalised into short, discrete treatment
periods in chronological order (eg. old bus RBT only, publicity and old bus RBT, publicity and mix
of old/new bus RBT (at varying levels over time), publicity and new bus RBT only) (b) that small
time periods (eg. a few months) reduce the specific crash frequencies analysed and therefore reduce
statistical power (c) the possible effect of preceding time periods/treatment mixes could contaminate
the assessment of a subsequent treatment mix (d) the effects of preceding treatment(s) cannot be
discounted, ie. treatment effects may be ongoing and merge in with different treatment types. The
latter two issues are also a problem for assessing the effects of the 1991 period of the initiative.
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statistically significant results for 1991 requires larger changes than for 1990, because

the confidence limits of the estimated effects are likely to be much wider in the

second year.

An evaluation of a program attempts to provide an accurate indication of whether the

particular program achieved a desired effect. It does not necessarily answer questions

about how the program achieved its effects (if any) or whether a different type of

program will or will not produce a particular effect. This study evaluated the safety

outcome of the initiative, but is not a study of the how the initiative, or its respective

components, achieved the outcome. This is discussed in section 8.0
Recommendations.

4.2 Hypotheses

The study aimed to test and quantify the following hypotheses:

(a) a reduction in the risk of high alcohol hour serious casualty crashes in
Melbourne and the rest of Victoria (separately) during 1990 through the
introduction of the RBT initiative, relative to the pre-intervention level;

(b) the reduction in the risk of high alcohol hour serious casualty crashes in
Melbourne and the rest of Victoria (separately) during 1991 through the
maintenance and expansion of the RBT initiative, relative to the pre
intervention level;

(c) the reduction in the risk of high alcohol hour fatal crashes in Melbourne and
the rest of Victoria (separately) during1990 through the introduction of the
RBT initiative, relative to the pre-intervention level;

(d) the reduction in the risk of high alcohol hour fatal crashes in Melbourne and
the rest of Victoria (separately) during 1991 through the maintenance and
expansion of the RBT initiative, relative to the pre-intervention level.

From past experience of consistent reductions in crash risk associated with RBT, in
Victoria and NSW, it was hypothesised that a reduction or no effect due to the new
Victorian initiative during 1990 and 1991 was the only conceivable possibility.
Accordingly, one-tailed significance tests for a reduction in risk have been carried
out.

4.3 Evaluationcriteria

The primary criterion for assessment of the initiative was serious casualty crashes
(defined as crashes in which one or more person(s) is killed or admitted to hospital),
whilst fatal crashes were considered secondary. This is because although fatal crashes
are associated with more traumatic outcome and are more likely to be alcohol related
than serious casualty crashes, their smaller numbers hamper the power of statistical
tests for changes. Serious casualty crashes display chance variation of about one
third the level (in proportion terms) of that of fatal crashes.
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Serious casualty crashes during high alcohol times provide a powerful evaluation
criterion because 38% of these crashes have been shown to involve drivers with

BACs over 0.05% (Harrison, 1990). In addition, past experience suggests that RBT

can affect other types of high alcohol hour crashes other than those which are alcohol

related (Homel, 1981; Cameron & Strang, 1982). Therefore the even higher alcohol

involvement of fatal crashes is not an important issue affecting the priority which

should be given to this crash type.

Crashes defined as those occurring in the Melbourne metropolitan area are those

which occured in Melbourne metropolitan police districts (A - J), consistent with the

presence of the RBT initiative in these areas. Rural Victoria refers to all other areas

in the State. Sydney metropolitan crashes are defined as those which occured within

the Sydney Statistical Division boundary, whilst rural NSW refers to all other areas of
the State.

4.4 Research design

The estimated percentage change in crashes in Melbourne during each of the post
intervention years (1990 and 1991) was adjusted by the parallel estimated percentage
change in Sydney during the same year. Multivariate time series models of high
alcohol hour serious casualty and fatal crashes were developed for Melbourne
(treatment area) and Sydney (comparison area), so that the changes beginning from
the first month of the initiative could be estimated for each series. Percentage
changes in each area could then be contrasted allowing the net percentage change in
Melbourne to be estimated. The net change provided an estimate of the percentage
change in high alcohol hour crashes that is attributable to the RBT initiative.
Comparison area(s) were also used to increase confidence that the initiative is
responsible for observed changes in the treatment area. The same process was
undertaken for the respective rural areas of Victoria and NSW.

The time series method can control for long term trends, seasonal cycles and other
regular patterns in the outcome variables. Road safety measures which have
gradually decreased high risk factors related to the incidence and severity of crashes
(eg. gradual decreases in drink driving, seat belt non-wearing, and excessive
speeding; safer vehicles, improved road environments and traffic management) are
represented as longer term, "smooth" trends in crash criteria over time. Such trends
in a crash series were taken into account through a trend component in the model.
This eliminated the need to include specific measures of such variables in the time
series models to take them into account, and allowed a better assessment of the real
effect of a new or abrupt change to the crash series in time.

The research design, however, involved the assumption that the influences of
extraneous factors (ie. factors not included in the models) on high alcohol hour
serious casualty and fatal crashes in NSW during the intervention were similar to
those for Victoria. Whilst a full evaluation of all factors influencing crashes in NSW
was beyond the scope of the study, an examination of the major factors that could
have affected the incidence of high alcohol hour crashes prior to and during the
intervention period was made. Factors considered to confound the role of NSW as a
comparison area were introduced as covariates in the multivariate time series models.
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4.5 Covariates

4.5.1 Controlling for exposure using economic indicators

In order to make valid contrasts between models fitted for Victoria and those for

NSW it was deemed necessary to include a measure of driving exposure during high

alcohol hours in the models so that possible differences in the two States would be

taken into account. It is well established that driving exposure is directly related to

crash risk, and it was considered that although the interstate comparison provides

some level of control for national changes in travel exposure, the different economic

changes in the two States (eg. higher unemployment rate in Victoria compared to that

in NSW since 1990) could have led to a greater reduction in vehicle travel in

Victoria, and perhaps even greater reductions in vehicle travel in high alcohol hours

(mainly discretionary travel).

Direct measures of total vehicle travel, or vehicle travel for different times of the day
and days of the week (eg. through traffic counting programs) are not available and
such information is expensive to collect. The lack of such data is a problem, given its
central role in the monitoring the success or failure of road trauma countermeasures
and its role in developing traffic models and strategies to meet transport needs.

However, correlates such as fuel sales and unemployment figures are readily
available. Fuel sales data has been adjusted by fuel consumption rates and corrected
to equate with the Australian Bureau of Statistics triennial Survey of Motor Vehicle
Usage (SMVU) to give an estimate of total travel in each of the States (Lambert,
1992). This estimate is only available on a Statewide basis whereas unemployment
figures are available for metropolitan and rural areas separately. Previous research
both in the United States (Partyka, 1984) and Victoria (Thoresen, Fry, Heiman &
Cameron, 1992) has demonstrated significant correlational relationships between
fatalities and unemploymentmeasures over time.

An examination of the data for Victoria and NSW shows that the trends in estimated

total vehicle kilometres travelled since 1983 for the two States were essentially
parallel, increasing until 1990 when Victorian travel appears to decrease whilst travel
in NSW remains steady (Figures 10 & 11). Similarly, unemployment rates for
Melbourne and Sydney (Figures 12 & 13), rural areas for both States (Figures 14 &
15), and the total State (Figures 16 & 17) showed decreasing parallel trends over time
until late 1989/1990 when rates in both States increased and that for Melbourne and

rural Victoria overtook those in Sydney and rural NSW, respectively.

These differences in trends in both estimated total travel and unemployment rate just
prior to and during the intervention period suggests that there could well be
differences in changes in high alcohol hour travel between the two States. It was
decided to include unemployment rate as a covariate for each time series developed to
control for the differential effects of this factor in the treatment and control areas.

This measure was preferred to estimated total vehicle travel, given its availability for
the metropolitan and rural areas of each State, providing more appropriate control for
the two different types of areas.
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In addition, correlations between estimated total travel and total unemployment, in

each State, revealed significant associations between the two measures over the time

period to be used in the time series modelling, particularly in the pre-intervention

period (see Appendix 1). Unemployment rate provided the higher correlations than

number of unemployed persons. It was decided that unemployment rate was the

more appropriate measure, controlling for fluctuations in the numbers in the labour

force at anyone time. Unemployment numbers were highly correlated with rates

which means that either measure could be used without changing analysis outcomes.

A study of correlations between total estimated travel and unemployment rate with

various lags incorporated, showed that zero lag provided the best correlation between
the two measures.

In attempting to control for exposure, however, there was a concern that changes in

high alcohol hour exposure levels may either be a reflection of other factors (eg.

economic), or a product of the initiative4, or a combination of both. For this study, it
was considered that economic factors could have affected vehicle travel, regardless of
the additional effect of the initiative (if any) on travel, and so it was considered
necessary to attempt to control for changes in exposure due to changes in economic
activity. At the very least, this study assesses reductions (or otherwise) in the risk of
serious crash involvement per kilometre travelled, if not crash risk in a more global
sense. The RBT initiative could be expected to reduce this risk, by reducing drinking
before driving, as well as reducing driving after drinking (both of these behaviour
changes would contribute to reductions in the global risk).

The assumption made in using unemployment rate in this study is that this reflects the
changes in exposure, due to economic factors, during the high alcohol hours of the
week. The relationship between unemployment and travel patterns for different times
of day and days of the week is uncertain. Previous research linking unemployment
and fatalities does so globally, ie. for all times and not for a subset of times.

4.5.2 Controlling for alcohol consumption patterns

Alcohol consumption was also viewed as a potentially contaminating "other" factor
which alters the incidence of drink driving, and therefore the risk of alcohol related
crashes. State-wide alcohol sales data provide a surrogate measure of consumption.
These data were obtained from ABS publications detailing Liquor Retail Turnover.
The data were corrected for inflation using the Alcoholic Beverages sub index of the

4 Deterring drink driving is by definition an "exposure reducing" approach to this problem. To
achieve reductions in drink driving, means to either drive but not drink or drink but not drive. In the
latter, some of the options open to a person result in a decrease in travel on the road; for example: a
person can get a lift with someone who hasn't been drinking, thereby increasing vehicle occupancy
rates and decreasing vehicle travel; alternatively the person can opt to not travel at all by not going
out, or staying the night at the place he/she has been drinking or at the non-drinker's home or travel
by foot or public transport. Obviously not all deterred drivers will take options which reduce vehicle
travel (eg. they may decide to not drink in order to continue to drive, or they may take a taxi). The
point is that vehicle travel can change in response to the initiative as well as to other factors
influencing the road transport system, and so this should be kept in mind when looking at the issue.
Part of the "success" of a drink driving countermeasure, therefore, might be to reduce high alcohol
hour vehicle travel.
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Consumer Price Index, thus providing a series reflecting total alcohol consumption
(volume of consumption).

Examination of the data for Victoria and NSW since 1983 (Figures 18 &19) show

that the two States have different trends in alcohol consumption. Victorian alcohol
consumption has been gradually decreasing over the whole period, particularly since
1988 when the downward trend is more noticeable. On the other hand, alcohol

consumption in NSW has not varied greatly, being relatively steady until 1988 and
increasing slightly since then.

Whilst the trends are different for the two States, the changes in each are gradual and
occur much earlier than the beginning of the initiative. This means that a trend

component in the..modelling should account for this. On the other hand, given that
the the trends are different for the two States and the data was available, it was

decided to consider it as a variable in each model. Inspection of correlations
(Appendix A) with unemployment measures and estimated travel revealed that for
Victoria the measures were significantly correlated whilst extremely low correlations
were found in NSW, although only during the pre-intervention period. For the
combined pre- and post-intervention periods, unemployment no longer correlated
with alcohol "consumption" in Victoria.

The correlations found in Victoria between alcohol sales and unemployment rate
could violate the assumption of independence between variables and disturb the
models developed. Although it was decided to include this variable in the initial
modelling, it was recognised that this posed problems. Its ultimate exclusion would
not be critical, given that its effects could be accounted for by the trend component of
the model.

Figure 18
Alcohol Sales - Victoria v. NSW

1-Victoria -- NSW I
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Figure 19
Alcohol Sales • Victoria v. NSW

12 Month Moving Averages

1-Victoria -- NSW I
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4.5.3 Random Breath Tesing activities in NSW

Available data and published material describing RBT in NSW was used to determine
whether significant changes had occured just prior to or during the intervention
period so that its role as a comparison area for Victoria could be assessed. Homel
(1990) provides a brief chronological description of RBT in NSW indicating that the
only major changes have been the introduction of low levels (relative to standard
RBT) of mobileRBT since late 1987. RBT is only undertaken from police vehicles
and, apart from some bus testing in 1983, has remained a car-based program.

The monthly number of tests conducted by stationary and mobile RBT in NSW since
1986 for the metropolitan rural areas separately, is shown in Figures 20-23. The
numbers of tests conducted have remained relatively constant over time. The
presence of mobile RBT can be seen from November 1987, increasing gradually over
time to a level of around 13,000 tests per month in both the metropolitan and rural
areas, by the end of 1991. At this point however they only account for around 1/5 of
stationary RBT tests, and far less in earlier periods. There has also been a gradual
increase in stationary RBT tests conducted beginning in the last half of 1988, by
around 10,000 tests by the end of 1991. A publicity schedule was also obtained
(Appendix B) which shows that annual spending on publicity has been around
$600,000 since 1986/87, except for 1989/90 when $1.4 million dollars was spent.
However, the amount spent can reflect the higher cost of the advertising, both in
terms of development, rather than more advertising, per se. The shedule also shows
that a series of laws relating to drink driving have been introduced over time.

Based on the evidence presented it seems that no major changes took place in NSW,
and that any changes in enforcement seem to be gradual over time, and thus should be
taken into account by the trend component in the modelling.
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4.6 Time series methodology for modelling crashes

In this study, the aim of the modelling process was to develop models that closely fit

the number of high alcohol hour serious casualty and fatal crashes over the period

January 1983 to December 1991, for each series, and to estimate the relationships

between the variables in the model (the intervention, covariates) and the crash

criteria. A monthly time series was used because monthly data only was available for

covariates to be included in the modelling.

It was initially decided to model the time series data using a form of ARIMA

modelling known as Intervention Analysis (Box and Tiao 1975). This method allows

the use of covariates in models that make use of ARIMA techniques for trend and

seasonality. The ARIMA methodology provides a good method for estimating the

effect of seasonality. A wide variety of trend and other recurring patterns can also be
modelled by ARIMA. A sufficient number of data points were available for this type
of modelling (a minimum of 5-6 seasons, or 60-72 observations, are required for
multivariate ARIMA and multiple regression models (Makridakis, Wheelwright &
McGee, 1983) and in the current study 108 observations are available for the years
1983-1991 inclusive).

The approach used was similar to that used by Wagenaar, Streff & Schultz (1990) in
estimating the effects of raising the speed limit, from 55 to 65 mph, on Michigan's
rural interstate highways. In order to estimate the effect of the intervention, a step
function, represented by dummy variables with values 0 (no intervention) and 1
(presence of the intervention) for appropriate months, was used in the model.

4.6.1 Selection of ARIMA models

Treatment of covariates

The data series to be modelled covered the period from January 1983 to December
1991 with the intervention beginning in December 1989. Since the intervention took
different forms over the two year period (see section 4.1), it was decided that three
dummy variables would be used to cover different parts of that period, so that the
different effects could be seen. The three dummy variables used for this purpose
were for the periods:

• December 1989 (representing a partial effect, since the intervention
commenced in mid-December)

• January to December 1990
• January to December 1991

Before including the covariates in the ARIMA models their correlations were
examined. As detailed in section 4.5, estimated Statewide travel (converted fuel
sales) correlated highly with unemployment in all areas, but with higher correlations
in metropolitan areas, as opposed to rural areas, and for the pre-intervention period.
It was also found that serious casualty crashes correlated negatively with
unemployment in Melbourne, but showed no real correlation in Sydney or in rural
Victoria, and a positive correlation in rural NSW. Low, negative correlations were
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found between fatal crashes and unemployment in Melbourne and Sydney, but were

again uncorrelated in rural Victoria and positively correlated in rural NSW (although
to a lesser extent).

Model structure

It has been found in the past that, in part because of the nature of crash numbers being

counts of events, that multiplicative models best model crash data (Hakim, Shefer,

Hakkert & Hocherman, 1991; Thoresen et al, 1992). In order to create multiplicative

models, natural logarithms of the dependent variable, covariates and dummy variables
were taken.

The dummy variables were defined as. "1" (10ge1 = 0) in the non-intervention period

and the exponential constant "e" (logee = 1) in the intervention period.

The modelling process began with the identification of univariate ARIMA models of
the serious casualty crash data, for the pre-intervention period (January 1983 to
November 1989), in each of the six areas of interest (Victoria, Melbourne, rural
Victoria, NSW, Sydney and rural NSW). This was accomplished in two stages. The
first stage involved the analysis of autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation
functions to estimate possible models. The next stage required the over fitting of
those models followed by model reduction to arrive at the best model for each set of
crash data.

The models initially identified for each of the six areas all required seasonal
components. There were variations by area in the non-seasonal part of the models.

Whilst a model structure with non-seasonal component might be best for making
predictions, it was considered inappropriate for explanatory models covering the post
intervention period. The purpose of the covariates in the models was for them to
describe the post-intervention changes.

It was also considered necessary for all six models to be identical in structure so that
the results would be consistent and comparable. The resultant model structure
decided upon was the seasonable ARIMA (0,0,1) (0,1,1)12 model. In modelling fatal
crashes, the diagnostic procedure used for identifying models for serious casualty
crashes was repeated. For models of fatal crashes in each of the six areas, the same
ARIMA structure as that for serious casualty crashes was found to be the best or very
close to the best fit. Therefore the same model structure ARIMA (0,0,1) (0,1,1) was
chosen.

The modelling process indicated that the parameter estimates for the alcohol sales
covariate was highly correlated with the estimates for unemployment rate. This
indicated that the two estimates were describing the same thing and, therefore, that
the model had been overfitted. It was decided that the alcohol sales covariate should

be excluded from the models, for reasons noted in section 4.5.2.

The final models were ARIMA (0,0,1) (0,1,1)12 with unemployment rate, and
dummy variables for December 1989, January to December 1990 and January to
December 1991 as covariates.
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4.6.2 Multiple regression models

Since the final ARIMA models included seasonal differencing of the crash data, and

therefore used crashes at a lag of 12 months, they model 1991 by taking into account

the 1990 decrease in the number of crashes. Thus the estimated impact of the RBT

initiative during 1991, using this approach, was under-estimated due to the influence

of the initiative during 1990. In order to resolve this problem it was decided to

consider alternative techniques to model the data in order to estimate the 1991

change.

In keeping with the previous ARIMA modelling, a multiple regression model with a

multiplicative structure was developed for each crash series. This was achieved,

again, by taking natural logarithms of each variable in the model. The dependent

variable in each model was the number of crashes while the independent variables in

the regression equations were made up of:

• a linear trend component
• monthly dummy variables
• the unemployment rate
• a dummy variable for December 1989
• a dummy variable for January to December 1990
• a dummy variable for January to December 1991

The similarity of the 1990 results for the regression models with the corresponding
ARIMA model results served as a validation of the ARIMA modelling. As expected,
the coefficients of the 1991 dummy variables were all larger in magnitude using the
regression models, than for the ARIMA models, since the regression equations do not
use lagged crashes in modelling current crashes.

4.6.3 Net effects relative to NSW

Estimated percentage changes in the crash criteria associated with the periods of the
initiative were calculated for each of the six areas. The final step was to estimate the
net effect for Melbourne and rural Victoria, by calculating the differences between
Melbourne vs Sydney and rural Victoria vs rural NSW. This was accomplished by
discounting the Victorian percentage change associated with the initiative, by the
corresponding NSW percentage change for the same period. (The NSW percentage
change represents the effect of other factors not included in the models, and assumed
to operate equally in Victoria). Confidence intervals for the net percentage change
were also determined.

Figures 24-27 show the models fitted for serious casualty crashes in Melbourne,
Sydney, rural Victoria and rural NSW over time. For the post-intervention period,
two additional trends are shown: the model for crashes if unemployment rate had
remained at 1987-1989 levels, and the model for crashes also including the step
functions for the intervention. These charts illustrate the models fitted and the

differential role of unemployment in the post-intervention period in Melbourne
compared with Sydney.
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Figur.26
Model of high alcohol hour S.rious Casualty Crash.s in rural Victoria

--- Model fitted (intervention effect

held at zero)

.... Model with unemployment rate held --- Model reflecting effects of
at 1987-89 levels intervention
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Figure 27
Model of high alcohol hour Serious Caaualty Crashes in rural NSW

--- Model fitted (intervention effect
held at zero)

..... Model with unemployment rate held --- Model reflecting effects of
at 1987-89 levels intervention
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4.6.4 State-wide analysis

In both the ARIMA and regression modelling, the Statewide Victorian and NSW
models were used to validate the use of the unemployment rate as an indicator of
vehicle travel. Two models were fitted for each State with one using estimated travel
(based on fuel sales) and the other using the unemployment rate. The results obtained
were virtually identical regardless of whether estimated travel or unemployment rate
was used.
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5.0 RESULTS

The final models developed to assess the effects of the RBT initiative in 1990 and

1991 on high alcohol hour serious casualty and fatal crashes in Melbourne and rural

Victoria, are shown in Appendix C. Tables 1 and 2 below summarise the results for

high alcohol hour serious casualty crashes for each comparison.

Table 1

Percentage changes in high alcohol hour serious casualty crashes in Melbourne,
Svdnev and net oercentaee chanees in Melbourne in 1990 & 1991

Intervention Percentage changePercentage changeNet change in
Period

in Melbourne &in Sydney &Melbourne# &
95 % confidence

95 % confidence90 % confidence
interval

intervalinterval
1990 (ARIMA model)

-30.6%**-15.5%**-17.9%*
(-24.2% to -36.4%)

(-6.2% to -23.9%)(-7.9% to -26.8%)

(Regression model)

-28.6%**-15.3%**-15.8%*
(-21.2% to -35.4%)

(-6.4% to 23.2%)(-5.3% to -25.1%)
1991 (Regression model)

-39.6%**-30.2%**-13.4% os
(-26.3% to -50.4%)

(-15.6% to -42.3%)(9.0% to -31.2%)

* Statistically significant at p< 0.05 level ** Statistically significant at p< 0.01 level
ns not significant at the 0.05 level
# ONE-TAILED SIGNIFICANCE TESTING FOR NET REDUCTIONS IN MELBOURNE, CORRESPONDING TO 90%
CONFIDENCE INTERVALS

Table 2

Percentage changes in high alcohol hour serious casualty crashes in rural Victoria,
I NSW and net oercentafle chanfles in rural Victoria in 1990 & 1991

Intervention Percentage changePercentage changeNet change in
Period

in rural Victoria &in rural NSW &rural Victoria# &
95% confidence

95% confidence90% confidence
interval

intervalinterval
1990 (ARIMA model)

-23.1%**-11.8%**-12.8%*
(-15.0% to -30.5%)

(-6.1% to -17.2%)(-3.7% to -21.1%)

(Regression model)

-23.3%**-12.8%**-12.0%*
(-16.9% to -30.3%)

(-6.9% to -18.3%)(-3.0% to -20.2%)
1991 (Regression model)

-35.9%**-15.3%**- 24.3%*
(-26.5% to -44.2%)

(-7.5% to -22.5%)(-13.2% to -34.0%)

* Statistically significant at p< 0.05 level ** Statistically significant at p< 0.01 level
ns not significant at the 0.05 level
# ONE-TAILED SIGNIFICANCE TESTING FOR NET REDUCTIONS IN RURAL VICTORIA, CORRESPONDING TO
90% CONFIDENCE INTERVALS
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The results in table 1 show that there have been statistically significant reductions in

both Melbourne and Sydney during 1990 and during 1991, over and above what is

accounted for by changes in unemployment rate in both cities.

Using Sydney as a comparison area for Melbourne (after controlling for differential

changes in unemployment in the two cities), the changes in Sydney were used to

estimate the changes that would have occurred in Melbourne had the intervention not

taken place. The netted percentage changes show that the initiative was associated

with a significant 17.9% reduction in high alcohol hour serious casualty crashes in

Melbourne in 1990, but no statistically significant effect in 1991 (non significant
13.4% reduction).

Table 2 shows that there have been statistically significant reductions in both rural

Victoria and rural NSW during 1990 and during 1991, over and above what is
accounted for by changes in unemployment rate in both areas.

Using rural NSW as a comparison area for rural Victoria (after controlling for
differential changes in unemployment in the two cities), the changes there were used
to estimate the changes that would have occurred in rural Victoria had the
intervention not taken place. The netted percentage changes show that the initiative
was associated with a significant 12.8% reduction in 1990 and a significant 24.3%
reduction in 1991 in high alcohol hour serious casualty crashes.

Tables 3 and 4 show the results for high alcohol hour fatal crashes for each
comparison.

Table 3

- - - - -- - ------ - -

Intervention Percentage changePercentage changeNet change in
Period

in Melbourne &in Sydney &Melbourne# &
95 % confidence

95 % confidence90% confidence
interval

intervalinterval
1990 (ARIMA model)

-37.6%**-17.6% 08-24.2%*
(-26.8% to -46.8%)

(8.0% to -37.2%)(-1.4% to -41.8%)

(Regression model)

-37.6%**-14.8%ns-26.8%*
(-21.0% to -50.8%)

(7.4% to -32.4%)(-3.5% to -44.5%)
1991 (Regression model)

-45.2%*-43.2%*- 3.6%08
(-12.1% to -65.9%)

(-11.3% to -63.6%)(66.4% to -44.1%)

Percentage changes in high alcohol hourjatalcrashes in Melbourne, Sydney and
hanees in Melbourne in 1990 & 1991

* Statistically significant at p< 0.05 level ** Statistically significant at p< 0.01 level
ns not significant at the 0.05 level
# ONE-TAILED SIGNIFICANCE TESTING FOR NET REDUCTIONS IN MELBOURNE, CORRESPONDING TO 90%
CONFIDENCE INTERVALS
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Table 4

Percentage changes in high alcohol hour fatal crashes in rural Victoria, rural
NSW and net oercentaee chanees in rural Victoria in 1990 & 1991

Intervention Percentage changePercentage changeNet change in
Period

in rural Victoria &in rural NSW &rural Victoria# &
95% confidence

95% confidence90% confidence
interval

intervalinterval
1990 (ARIMA model)

·13.9%05·16.1%*2.6%05

(12.3% to .33.9%)

(·2.0% to ·28.1 %)(32.8% to .20.7%)

(Regression model)

-15.4%ns-17.9%*3.1%ns

(9.5% to -34.6%)

(-3.3% to -30.3%)(33.3% to -20.2%)
1991 (Regression model)

-31.0%ns-30.2%**-1.2%ns

(0% to -52.4%)
(-12.8% to -44.1%)(42.0% to -31.3%)

* Statistically significant at p< 0.05 level ** Statistically significant at p< 0.01 level
ns not significant at the 0.05 level
# ONE-TAILED SIGNIFICANCE TESTING FOR NET REDUCTIONS IN RURAL VICTORIA, CORRESPONDING TO
90% CONFIDENCE INTERVALS

The results in table 3 show that there have been statistically significant reductions in
both Melbourne and Sydney during 1990, and in Sydney only during 1991, over and
above what is accounted for by changes in unemployment rate in both cities.

Using Sydney as a comparison area for Melbourne (after controlling for differential
changes in unemployment in the two cities), the netted percentage changes show that
there was a statistically significant 24% decrease in high alcohol hour fatal crashes in
Melbourne in 1990, but no statistically significant effect in 1991 .

Table 4 shows that there have been statistically significant reductions in high alcohol
hour fatal crashes in rural NSW only during both 1990 and 1991, over and above
what is accounted for by changes in unemployment rate in both area.

Using rural NSW as a comparison area for rural Victoria (after controlling for
differential changes in unemployment in the two cities), the netted percentage
changes show that there was apparently no effect of the initiative on high alcohol
hour fatal crashes in 1990 or in 1991 (non significant 3% and -1% change,
respectively).

5.1 State wide results

Tables 5 and 6 below show State wide results for high alcohol hour serious casualty
crashes in Victoria and NSW from models which use estimated total vehicle travel

and unemployment rate, alternatively, as covariates. Tables 7 and 8 show the same
results for high alcohol hour fatal crashes.
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Table 5

Percentage changes in high alcohol hour serious casualty crashes in Victoria, NSW
and net percentage changes in Victoria in 1990 & 1991, based on models with
travel as the covariate

Intervention Percentage changePercentage changeNet change in
Period

in Victoria &in NSW &Victoria# &
95% confidence

95% confidence90% confidence

interval

intervalinterval

1990 (ARIMA model)

-28.4%**-13.6%**-17.0%*

(-23.0% to -33.3%)

(-8.3% to -18.7%)(-10.2% to -23.3%)

(Regression model)

-29.4%**-12.8%**-19.1%*

(-24.0% to -34.4%)

(-7.2% to -18.0%)(-12.5% to -25.3%)
1991 (Regression model)

-42.1 %**-22.5%**-25.3%*

(-35.4% to -48.2%)
(-16.9% to -27.7%)(-16.7% to -33.1 %)

* Statistically significant at p< 0.05 level ** Statistically significant at p< 0.01 level
ns not significant at the 0.05 level
# ONE-TAILED SIGNIFICANCE TESTING FOR NET REDUCTIONS IN VICTORIA, CORRESPONDING TO 90%
CONFIDENCE INTERVALS

Table 6

Percentage changes in high alcohol hour serious casualty crashes in Victoria, NSW
and net percentage changes in Victoria in 1990 & 1991, based on models with

lovment rate as th .
Intervention Percentage changePercentage changeNet change in

Period
in Victoria &in NSW &Victoria# &

95 % confidence
95 % confidence90% confidence

interval
intervalinterval

1990 (ARIMA model)

-28.4%**-13.3%**-17.4%*

(-23.0% to -33.4%)
(-7.9% to -18.5%)(-10.5% to -23.8%)

(Regression model)

-30.0%**-13.6%**-17.8%*

(-23.5% to -34.0%)
(-8.2% to -18.7%)(-10.9% to -24.1 %)

1991 (Regression model)

-41.3%**-22.5%**-24.3%*

(-31.6% to -49.7%)
(-13.4% to -30.6%)(-11.2% to -35.5%)

* Statistically significant at p< 0.05 level ** Statistically significant at p< 0.01 level
ns not significant at the 0.05 level

# ONE-TAILED SIGNIFICANCE TESTING FOR NET REDUCTIONS IN VICTORIA, CORRESPONDING 90%
CONFIDENCE INTERVALS

A comparison of tables 5 and 6 shows that the estimated percentage changes in high
alcohol hour serious casualty crashes for the two States and for each time period,
which are provided by models using estimated travel are almost identical to those
provided by models using unemployment rate as the covariate.
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Table 7

Percentage changes in high alcohol hour fatal crashes in Victoria, NSW and net

percentage changes in Victoria in 1990 & 1991, based on models with travel as the
covariate

Intervention Percentage changePercentage changeNet change in
Period

in Victoria &in NSW &Victoria# &
95% confidence

95% confidence90% confidence

interval

intervalinterval
1990 (ARIMA model)

·28.9%**·16.8%**·14.6%*

(.19.7% to ·37.1 %)

(-5.8% to -26.6%)(-1.1% to -26.2%)

(Regression model)

-27.3%**-15.3%*-14.1%ns

(-15.0% to -37.7%)

(-3.9% to -25.4%)(1.7% to -27.4%)

1991 (Regression model)

-35.1 %**-32.2%**-4.3%ns

(-18.0% to -48.7%)
(-21.7% to -41.4%)(18.8% to -27.5%)

* Statistically significant at p< 0.05 level ** Statistically significant at p< 0.01 level
ns not significant at the 0.05 level
# ONE-TAILED SIGNIFICANCE TESTING FOR NET REDUCTIONS IN VICTORIA, CORRESPONDING TO 90%
CONFIDENCE INTERVALS

Table 8

-- ~- - ---

Intervention Percentage changePercentage changeNet change in
Period

in Victoria &in NSW &Victoria# &
95% confidence

95% confidence90% confidence
interval

intervalinterval
1990 (ARIMA model)

-29.0%**-16.5%*-14.9%*

(-19.7% to -37.2%)
(-5.3% to -26.5%)(-1.4% to -26.6%)

(Regression model)

-27.3%**-17.4%**-12.0%ns

(-15.0% to -37.8%)
(-6.3% to -27.1%)(4.1% to -25.6%)

1991 (Regression model)

-33.7%*-37.7%**6.4%ns

(-8.1 % to -52.2%)
(-21.7% to -50.5%)(39.7% to -27.3%)

Percentage changes in high alcohol hour fatal crashes in Victoria, NSW and net
percentage changes in Victoria in 1990 & 1991, based on models with

lovment rate as the covariat,

* Statistically significant at p< 0.05 level ** Statistically significant at p< 0.01 level
ns not significant at the 0.05 level
# ONE-TAILED SIGNIFICANCE TESTING FOR NET REDUCTIONS IN VICTORIA, CORRESPONDING TO 90%
CONFIDENCE INTERVALS

Estimated changes in high alcohol hour fatal crashes are similar for models using
travel and models using unemployment rate as a covariate. These findings support
the decision to use unemployment rate as a covariate for analyses for metropolitan
and rural parts of each State.
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6.0 DISCUSSION

Time series modelling of high alcohol hour serious casualty and fatal crashes was

undertaken to estimate the change in these crashes relating to the RBT initiative

during 1990 and 1991, controlling for unemployment rate and changes in the same

crash types in NSW.

The results suggest that the initiative resulted in:

• an estimated 18% reduction (between 8% and 27% with 90% confidence) in

high alcohol hour serious casualty crashes in Melbourne in 1990, but no

statistically significant effect during 1991 (the apparent effect was a 13%

reduction, but this may have been due to chance);

• an estimated 13% reduction (between 4% and 21% with 90% confidence) in
high alcohol hour serious casualty crashes in rural Victoria in 1990, and a
24% reduction (between 13% and 34%) in 1991;

• an estimated 24% reduction (between 1% and 42% with 90% confidence) in
high alcohol hour fatal crashes in Melbourne in 1990, but no statistically
significant effect during 1991;

• no statistically significant reduction in high alcohol hour fatal crashes in rural
Victoria in 1990 or in 1991.

Serious casualty crashes-

The significant reductions in high alcohol hour serious casualty crashes suggest that
the initiative was effective. in. both periods for the rural area, but only effective in
1990 for the metropolitan area, despite an increase in enforcement levels in terms of
both tests and hours of operation, and the exclusive use of the new "Booze Buses", in
1991. However, the findings for the 1991 period are less conclusive given that: (a)
the effects are those achieved after a year of operation of the initiative in 1990, and
cannot reflect the effects that would have been achieved if this part of the initiative
had immediately been introduced in 1990, and (b) other (new or changing) factors
may mask or weaken the effects of the treatment, further away in time from the
beginning of the intervention.

Fatal crashes-

The results for fatal crashes are less informative than those for serious casualty
crashes. The larger chance variation (in proportionate terms) for fatal crashes, due
mainly to their smaller numbers, makes them more difficult to model. This leads to
less precise estimates of changes, as reflected in the extremely wide confidence limits
around the estimates. This means that for small effects in particular, it is not possible
to detect a statistically significant change even if there has actually been one. It
would not be correct to interpret the results as suggesting that for Melbourne in 1991
and for rural Victoria in both 1990 and 1991, fatal crashes remained unaffected by the
initiative, compared with the apparently large effect in 1990 in Melbourne.
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The pattern of results for both serious casualty and fatal crashes in the metropolitan

and rural areas, suggest the following effects of the initiative:

• in Melbourne the initiative was effective in reducing both fatal and serious

casualty crashes in 1990 only

• in rural Victoria the initiative was effective in reducing serious casualty crashes

in both 1990 and 1991, even though in 1990 the increased use of buses was

mainly in the metropolitan area. Changes in actual enforcement were smaller

in rural Victoria during this period. This suggests that either low level changes

in enforcement and/or that publicity is very effective in such areas for reducing

high alcohol hour serious casualty crashes.

• the relatively large reductions, in both fatal and serious casualty crashes in high
alcohol hours in Melbourne (in 1990 only) and in serious casualty crashes in
rural Victoria suggests that perhaps non-alcohol related crashes during these
hours also are affected by the initiative.

Evidence for this interpretation can be found in examining the trend for drivers
and riders killed (Drummond, et al, 1992). Drivers killed with lower BACs
(0.05-0.15%) decreased over the intervention period (and may have been
decreasing earlier than this), but those with higher BACs (> 0.15%) remained a
stable proportion of the total group of killed drivers and riders. In addition, the
small number of drivers/riders killed in the lower BAC group, means that if the
initiative had only affected this group, there would have been limited potential
for reductions in fatalities. This is not to say that RBT and related drink
driving deterrence mechanisms are not necesssary to maintain current levels of
alcohol related crashes, but large additional benefits in that area may not be
achievable.

6.1 Limitations of this research

Effects of the Speed Camera Program

An alternative interpretation of the results is that at least some of the reduction in high
alcohol hour crashes was due to the Speed Camera initiative, given its almost
simultaneous introduction in Victoria. Low levels of local publicity began in
December 1989/January 1990 with the trialling of 4 models of speed cameras at a
small number of sites in Melbourne, whilst the official mass media publicity launch
occured in April 1990. Speed cameras were used at substantial levels by July 1990
when the automated TIN processing system commenced. Although the majority of
speed camera sessions have been in daylight hours, there was some overlap with high
alcohol hours (17.6% for the whole week) particularly on weekends (around 50% in
high alcohol hours). Additionally, it is not known if driver responses to speed
cameras (if any) are limited to their times of operation or whether speed behaviour
has also been modified at night (which is encompassed by high alcohol times).
Although there is yet no evidence for generalisation of behaviour beyond specific
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times and locations of speed enforcement, the current program is very different to
previous enforcement programs.

Unfortunately, the interstate comparison cannot take this into account because speed
cameras were not operating in NSW until March 1991. Therefore, the 1990 effect
cannot totally be ascribed to the RBT initiative, with a high level of certainty. The
estimated effect of the RBT initiative in 1991 might provide a better indication from
this point of view, because speed cameras were operating in NSW for most of 1991
(although the use of cameras was completely different there to deployment in
Victoria).

Unemployment rate as a measure of high alcohol hour (discretionary) travel

The use of unemployment rate as a covariate·to control for changes in high alcohol
hour travel cannot be directly validated. Nevertheless Figures 10 and 11 show that
there were substantial changes in the trends in travel almost coinciding with the RBT
initiative, and that these changes differed between Victoria and NSW. These changes
made it imperative that the analysis methods took changes in travel into account.
Unemployment rates were considered to affect and be related to changes in
discretionary travel (ie. mainly travel during high alcohol hours) and had the
additional advantage for the analysis that they were available for metropolitan and
rural areas separately.

Interstate control

The absence of an untreated area, time or other crash group in the respective
Victorian metropolitan and rural areas to provide for a control group, meant the use
of an interstate comparison group was unavoidable. Although the most similar State
to Victoria was chosen for this role, it is not known how well it provided control for
other (exogenous)factors presentover.time in Victoria. The most obvious relevant
differences between the two States, manifested in unemployment rates and alcohol
consumption, were considered in the analysis. Changes in unemployment rates were
explicitly taken into account in the analysis of each States' crash data.

However, even after unemployment rates were taken into account, the interstate
comparison area experienced statistically significant reductions in serious casualty
crashes in 1990 and 1991 (both in Sydney and rural NSW), and statistically
significant reductions in fatal crashes in 1990 and 1991 in rural NSW and in 1991
only in Sydney. It is not known the extent to which these reductions were related to
safety measures particular to NSW or to "other" factors which were also applicable to
Victoria.
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7.0 CONCLUSIONS

The findings of the present study indicate that the RBT initiative (in its entirety)

resulted in an 18% reduction in high alcohol hour serious casualty crashes and a 24%
reduction in high alcohol hour fatal crashes in Melbourne in 1990, but no statistically
significant effect during 1991. In rural Victoria, high alcohol hour serious casualty
crashes decreased by 13% in 1990 and by 24% in 1991, whilst there was no

statistically significant effect for high alcohol hour fatal crashes both in 1990 and
1991.

The conclusiveness of these findings depends on the adequacy of unemployment rate

as an indicator of changes in travel during high alcohol hours, the appropriateness of

NSW as a comparison .area to takeintoaccountthe effects of "other" factors (other
than unemployment rate) influential in Victoria during the intervention period, and
the assumption of minimal effects of speed camera operations in Victoria during high
alcohol hours.

8.0 RECOMMENDATIONS

Although the evaluation of this program suggests that it has been effective in
reducing target crashes, the major questions which will still remain unanswered are:

1. Which parts of the initiative are mainly responsible for increasing deterrence, that
is, how did the initiative achieve its effects; for example, was it the real changes in
particular aspects of enforcement, and/or the influence of publicity, either on its own,
or in conjunction with the changes in enforcement;
2. The influence of the initiative on driver perceptions; what are drivers' perception
about the changes in RBT enforcement and do perceived changes in enforcement
correspond at all to the reality; do drivers have exaggerated perceptions of the
likelihood of being tested;
3. The relative and/or combined value of varying number of hours of operation, tests
conducted, frequency of sessions, duration of sessions, distributions of operations
over geographical locations and times of day, different levels of RBT conspicuity,
and the presence/absence of publicity.

These are important questions given that the quality and nature of RBT enforcement
has been changed. An understanding of the mechanisms by which the deterrent effect
has been achieved is crucial to identifying further action required. An optimisation
study could be undertaken, as described by Drummond et al, (1992), to attempt to
answer these questions.

As noted in the report, direct measures of vehicle travel for different times of the day
and days of the week (eg. through traffic counting programs) are not available and yet
such information is central to monitoring the success or failure of road trauma
countermeasures. The availability of such data should be improved if more effective
road safety evaluations are to be undertaken.

Greater co-ordination between the implemention and evaluation of future road safety
programs is required if more definitive assessments are to be made of such initiatives.
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ApPENDIX A

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN VARIABLES

Correlations between estimated total vehicle travel, number of persons unemployed,

unemployment rate, alcohol sales and high alcohol hour fatal and serious casualty
crashes for Melbourne, Sydney, rural Victoria and rural NSW for:

• pre-intervention period only (January 1983 - November 1989)
• pre- & post-intervention period (January 1983 - December 1990)

Correlations were conducted on log transformed data as this was the form of the data
to be used in the modelling (to achieve a multiplicative structure).

Correlations between estimated total vehicle travel and unemployment rates,
incorporating monthly lags, are also shown.

GLOSSARY of VARIABLE CODES

LOGSCC
LOGFC
LOGUNEMP
LOGURATE
LOGTRAV
LOGALCS
LOGD89

LOGD90

LOGD91

Natural Logarithm of high alcohol hour serious casualty crashes
Natural Logarithm of high alcohol hour fatal crashes
Natural Logarithm of number of unemployed persons
Natural Logarithm of unemployment rate
Natural Logarithm of estimated total vehicle travel
Natural Logarithm of alcohol sales
Natural Logarithm of December 1989 Intervention (Dummy)
Variable = e in Dec 1989 and 1 elsewhere

Natural Logarithm of 1990 Intervention (Dummy) Variable = e in
1990 and 1 elsewhere

Natural Logarithm of 1991 Intervention (Dummy) Variable = e in
1991 and 1 elsewhere



RBT Covariate Correlations - Melbourne - Jan 1983 to Nov 1989

CorrelationCORR

LOGSCCLOGFCLOGUNEMPLOGURATELOGTRAVLOGALCSLOG089LOGD90LOG091

LOGSCC

10.5578-0.5628-0.59290.5901-0.2609 000
LOGFC

0.55781-0.1223 -0.1570.1621-0.1431 000
LOGUNEMP

-0.5628-0.122310.9915 -0.83520.6161000
LOGURATE

-0.5929-0.1570.9915 1-0.8826 0.6076000
LOGTRAV

0.59010.1621-0.8352-0.8826 1-0.4655 000
LOGALCS

-0.2609-0.14310.61610.6076-0.4655 1000
LOGD89

0000 00100
LOGD90

000000010
LOGD91

0000 00001

RBT Covariate Correlations - Rural Victoria - Jan 1983 to Nov 1989

CorrelationCORR

LOGSCCLOGFCLOGUNEMPLOGURATELOGTRAVLOGALCSLOG089LOGD90LOG091

LOGSCC

10.44120.1028-0.00060.17590.2565 000
LOGFC

0.441210.07250.07630.05540.2003 000
LOGUNEMP

0.10280.072510.8723 -0.14680.2272000
LOGURATE

-0.00060.07630.8723 1-0.5421 0.3895000
LOGTRAV

0.17590.0554-0.1468-0.5421 1-0.4655 000
LOGALCS

0.25650.20030.22720.3895-0.4655 1000
LOGD89

000 0 00100
LOGD90

0000 00010
LOGD91

0000 00001



RBT Covariate Correlations - Sydney - Jan 1983 to Nov 1989

CorrelationCORR

LOGSCCLOGFCLOGUNEMPLOGURATELOGTRAVLOGALCSLOGD89LOGD90LOGD91

LOGSCC

10.664-0.0181-0.02820.08190.1005 000
LOGFC

0.6641-0.1397-0.13510.1028-0.0769 000
LOGUNEMP

-0.0181-0.139710.9914-0.77840.0083 000
LOGURATE

-0.0282-0.13510.99141-0.8229 0.0175 000
LOGTRAV

0.08190.1028-0.7784-0.822910.0442 000
LOGALCS

0.1005-0.07690.00830.01750.04421000
LOG089

000000 100
LOG090

000000 010
LOG091

000000 001

RBT Covariate Correlations - Rural NSW - Jan 1983 to Nov 1989

CorrelationCORR

LOGSCCLOGFCLOGUNEMPLOGURATELOGTRAVLOGALCSLOGD89LOGD90LOGD91

LOGSCC

10.51570.18050.3194-0.30540.4936 000
LOGFC

0.515710.17830.1979-0.12460.3274 000
LOGUNEMP

0.18050.178310.9166-0.4945-0.1148 000
LOGURATE

0.31940.19790.91661-0.7426-0.0495 000
LOGTRAV

-0.3054-0.1246-0.4945-0.742610.0442 000
LOGALCS

0.49360.3274-0.1148-0.04950.04421000
LOG089

000000 100
LOG090

000000 010
LOG091

000000 001



RBTCovariateCorrelations - Melbourne - Jan 1983 to Oec 1991

CorrelationCORR

LOGSCCLOGFCLOGUNEMPLOGURATELOGTRAVLOGALCSLOGD89LOGD90LOG091

LOGSCC

10.6752-0.6896-0.62590.07410.33260.0605-0.2646-0.6124
LOGFC

0.67521-0.3745-0.3062-0.08930.32420.1538-0.3168-0.4083
LOGUNEMP

-0.6896-0.374510.9738 -0.3552-0.0391-0.0962-0.04110.6612
LOGURATE

-0.6259-0.30620.97381-0.5427 0.1073-0.116-0.14420.5327
LOGTRAV

0.0741-0.0893-0.3552-0.5427 1-0.5331 0.15020.35230.2409
LOGALCS

0.33260.3242-0.03910.1073-0.5331 10.1522-0.3214-0.5183
LOGD89

0.06050.1538-0.0962-0.1160.15020.15221-0.0342-0.0342
LOGD90

-0.2646-0.3168-0.0411-0.14420.3523-0.3214-0.03421-0.125
LOGD91

-0.6124-0.40830.66120.53270.2409-0.5183-0.0342-0.1251

RBTCovariateCorrelations- Rural Victoria - Jan 1983 to Oec 1991

CorrelationCORR

LOGSCCLOGFCLOGUNEMPLOGURATELOGTRAVLOGALCSLOG089LOGD90LOG091

LOGSCC

10.5068-0.2447-0.1483-0.12620.55970.0513-0.252-0.4505
LOGFC

0.50681-0.0999-0.0223-0.07720.3301-0.0403-0.1072-0.2408
LOGUNEMP

-0.2447-0.099910.9125 0.0253-0.2427-0.2176-0.17640.7012
LOGURATE

-0.1483-0.02230.91251-0.3350.0044-0.2599-0.37030.5339
LOGTRAV

-0.1262-0.07720.0253-0.335 1-0.5331 0.15020.35230.2409
LOGALCS

0.55970.3301-0.24270.0044-0.5331 10.1522-0.3214-0.5183
LOGD89

0.0513-0.0403-0.2176-0.25990.15020.15221-0.0342-0.0342
LOGD90

-0.252-0.1072-0.1764-0.37030.3523-0.3214-0.03421-0.125
LOGD91

-0.4505-0.24080.70120.53390.2409-0.5183-0.0342-0.1251



RBT Covariate Correlations - Sydney - Jan 1983 to Dec 1991

CorrelationCORR

LOGSCCLOGFCLOGUNEMPLOGURATELOGTRAVLOGALCSLOG089LOG090LOG091

LOGSCC

10.7213 -0.175-0.0489-0.3059-0.04080.0825-0.2134-0.5893
LOGFC

0.72131-0.2359-0.1443-0.1494-0.10940.1097-0.0659-0.4896
LOGUNEMP

-0.175-0.2359 10.9734-0.5119-0.0859-0.1927-0.35330.3624
LOGURATE

-0.0489-0.14430.97341-0.6658-0.1121-0.1996-0.4170.1878
LOGTRAV

-0.3059-0.1494-0.5119-0.665810.173 0.11570.34960.4043
LOGALCS

-0.0408-0.1094-0.0859-0.11210.17310.2787 0.19720.042
LOGD89

0.08250.1097-0.1927-0.19960.11570.2787 1-0.0342 -0.0342
LOGD90

-0.2134-0.0659-0.3533-0.4170.34960.1972-0.0342 1-0.125
LOGD91

-0.5893-0.48960.36240.18780.40430.042-0.0342-0.1251

RBT Covariate Correlations - Rural NSW - Jan 1983 to Dec 1991

CorrelationCORR

LOGSCCLOGFCLOGUNEMPLOGURATELOGTRAVLOGALCSLOG089LOGD90LOG091

LOGSCC

10.67170.14490.3695-0.58680.15690.0197-0.3836-0.5995
LOGFC

0.671710.17680.2892-0.41470.1069-0.001-0.2875-0.4652
LOGUNEMP

0.14490.176810.9095-0.4031-0.1894-0.1664-0.44330.2385
LOGURATE

0.36950.28920.90951-0.6946-0.1776-0.1635-0.47160.0262
LOGTRAV

-0.5868-0.4147-0.4031-0.694610.1730.11570.34960.4043
LOGALCS

0.15690.1069-0.1894-0.17760.17310.2787 0.19720.042
LOGD89

0.0197-0.001-0.1664-0.16350.11570.2787 1-0.0342 -0.0342
LOGD90

-0.3836-0.2875-0.4433-0.47160.34960.1972-0.0342 1-0.125
LOGD91

-0.5995-0.46520.23850.02620.40430.042-0.0342-0.1251



Travel v. Unemployment Rate Correlations - Melbourne - ,Jan 1983 to Oec 1990

CORR

KMTRAVELLAG_OLAG 1LAG_2LAG 3LAG_4LAG_5LAG 6

KMTRAVEL

1-0.8336-0.7808-0.7196-0.6552-0.5811-0.5316-0.4886

LAG_O

-0.833610.94450.88050.80980.73940.68450.6137

LAG_l

-0.78080.944510.94350.88060.80680.740.6857

LAG 2

-0.71960.88050.943510.9440.8820.8090.7428

LAG 3

-0.65520.80980.88060.94410.94220.88260.8105

LAG 4

-0.58110.73940.80680.8820.9422 10.9410.8818

LAG 5

-0.53160.68450.740.8090.88260.94110.9417

LAG 6

-0.48860.61370.68570.74280.81050.88180.94171

Travel v. Unemployment Rate Correlations - Rural Victoria - Jan 1983 to Oec 1990

2

CORR

KMTRAVELLAG_OLAG 1LAG_2LAG 3LAG_4LAG_5LAG 6

KMTRAVEL

1-0.6017-0.5467-0.5073-0.4791-0.4317-0.3766-0.3497

LAG 0

-0.601710.78850.67450.64330.52860.42020.3053

LAG 1

-0.54670.788510.17380.68460.65320.5440.4393

LAG 2

-0.50730.67450.173810.75460.66140.61840.5167

LAG 3

-0.47910.64330.68460.754610.76320.67630.6339

LAG 4

-0.43170.52860.65320.66140.763210.170.6868

LAG 5

-0.37660.42020.5440.61840.67630.1710.78

LAG 6

-0.34970.30530.43930.51670.63390.68680.781

Travel v. Unemployment Rate Correlations - Sydney - Jan 1983 to Oec 1990

3

CORR

KMTRAVELLAG 0LAG_lLAG 2LAG 3LAG 4LAG 5LAG 6

KMTRAVEL

1-0.8479-0.8174-0.8015-0.7877-0.7701-0.7509-0.7457
LAG 0

-0.847910.95570.89490.8490.82110.79360.7632
LAG 1

-0.81740.955710.95510.89290.84470.81590.7875
LAG 2

-0.80150.89490.955110.9530.88790.83740.8054
LAG 3

-0.78770.8490.89290.95310.95080.88230.827
LAG_4

-0.77010.82110.84470.88790.950810.94850.8759
LAG 5

-0.75090.79360.81590.83740.88230.948510.9456
LAG 6

-0.74570.76320.78750.80540.8270.87590.94561

Travel v. Unemployment Rate Correlations - Rural NSW - Jan 1983 to Oec 1990

4

CORR

KMTRAVELLAG 0LAG_lLAG 2LAG 3LAG 4LAG_5LAG 6

KMTRAVEL

1-0.8007-0.7563-0.7635-0.7452-0.7289-0.7495-0.7525
LAG 0

-0.800710.89380.81670.77430.78450.75340.7205
LAG 1

-0.75630.893810.89410.81170.77030.77990.7511
LAG 2

-0.76350.81670.894110.88710.80920.76190.7799
LAG 3

-0.74520.77430.81170.887110.88710.80410.758
LAG 4

-0.72890.78450.77030.80920.887110.88660.8011
LAG 5

-0.74950.75340.77990.76190.80410.886610.8855
LAG 6

-0.75250.72050.75110.77990.7580.80110.88551

, ,
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ROADS AND TRAFFIC AUTHORITY OF NSW
DRINK DRIVING (RBT) CAMPAIGN:

DOCUMENTATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.

1982-1984.

The random breath testing advertising camp.11gn began In December 1982. RBT aims to reduce drink~drlving prlmarHy through deterrence. The underlying theme of
the advertising up until Easier 198t1 'Nas the probablJlty of Mrest and its consequences. This was captured in the slogan { "VHf you be under 0.05 or under arrest? {It was
concentrated into three major bursts~ Christmas launch 1982; Christmas 1983; and an Easter 'booster' 1984.
The total budget for December 1983 to June 1984 was $1,5001000.

Date MediumName of AdContent

Christmas 1982

TVHow wUl you go? (Pleaselntroduction to the mmpaignl Apology for Inconveneince of
accept o~r apology)

RUT/Rationale for its purpose/Detection of drink-driving

One in Three

Probability of detection

Nightmare

More effective and numerous enforcement/High (eM

Christmas 1983

TVOne in Three (1)Probability of detection

One in Three (2)

as above

One in Three (3)

as above

HumElnGmph

Iltustrnting graphically how RUT saves lives/benefits/
compli ments the cHlzcns

TV + Cinema

Nightmare More efiC\:tivc llnd numerous enforcement tHigh fear

Radio

One in TI\ree Probnbility of detection.
EElster 198,1

TVRemember how much RDT?Twice as much testing this Easter.
(Pre-Easter)

Remember how much RBT?

Every police patrol car is operuHng as a booze bus
(Post-Easter)

Nightmare (Prc-Easter)

Moro effective and numerous enforcement ("over 300
vehicles'/)

Nightmme {Post-Easier)

iI



1982-1984 continued

Data MedIumName 01 Ad Content

Driveway

-

Pub

-

Disco

-

Radio

Nightmare
"

Driveway

-

Pub

-

Disco

-

Press

- -

24-sheck poster

Every HighwflY Patrol Cn •.-

Poster

Over 300 Booze Buses-

Bus Strjps

One In Three -

Every Highway Po.trol Car

-

Taxi Backs

Over 300 Booze Buses-



1984-1987.

A revised advertising stmlegy took place from Chrlstmas 1984. It hnd a Iowet' (eM appeal and involvt.'<l the community in promoting social responsihility. 'I11(~new
slogan was I Stny under 0.05 or get off the roild: I
The totnl budget for 1986-1987 was $600,000.

Date MediumName of AdContent

Chrlstmns 1984

TVIncvi tnbflity Every police CM ncting as n booze bus/lnevitabJllty of being. tested ITo increase perceptIon of RBT activity

Consequences

Extent or damages to other property a drunk driver can
potcntlnlly Incur I'A $10,000 drink'

Easter 1985

TVFamily Unscdpted testimoniOlI interviews with reCl1 drink drive
victims/family of victims. "Social responsibillty# theme.Ruth

as above

Rachel

as above

ChristmRs 1985

TVConfessions of a drinkingEmphasises that you can have more 'fun' jf you don't drlnk-
driver

drive home

Easter 1986

TVFamily flS above

Ruth

as above

Rachcl

lIS nuovc

ChrJstmlls 1986

TVInevitability us above

Radio

Chrfstmns PresentThe Xmas present of a $1000 fine + possible
disquillWcation for 1 Yr if ddve at 0.05 or overSuburbs

.-

No Thnnks I'm DrIving

Advice on strategy

Press

End of the rond for drink-
driver

Outdoor

All over summer they're nIlRHTIchnnce of being caught
OVGr Sydney

All over summer they're nil

ilS above

over the count ry



19B7-1988

Thts progrnm wns based on the dual strategy of deterrence and nltilude change.
Deterrence-Informing the public that RBT is even more effective ond if you break the law YOll wllt gel caught.
Attitude Chfwge- Advertising less rcBnnt on poUce and designed to work more on changing attitudes so as 10 reinforce the behnvioural chooge thnk RBT hn5

, encouraged.
Also, special communication W\l5 aimed at young drivers highlighting the 0.02 limit l,vhich applies to them.
The totol budget for November 1987 to June 1988 was $577,400.

1988-89

This campaign particularly Elddressed the bsucs of deterrencL"-through RBT and mobile RBT- und peer gl'OUp pressure to drink. The total budget for 1988-1989 "vns
$665,700.

Date MedIumName of Ad Content

September 1987

Bus 'BacksDrink drivers queue hereIllustrating penolty for drink-driving - loss of licence

October 1987

TVDrink Drive 1 RBT / penalt les
Drink Drive 2 Drink Drive 3Ra.dio

Drink Drive 1

Drink Drive 3November 1987

Print}J200 get life" Success of RBT

Radio
"On your own" -

"Yeah"

-

[)ea;mbcr 1987

Radio. If youlcnve the- car at home you'll have a lot more fun.

PElmily

Unscriptcd tcsUmonial intervieWB ,••.,ith renl drink drive
vicUn:\E~/fflmily of vicHmsRuth

flS above

Rachel

as abovc

Mobile

Introduction of mobile RBT - added risk

No thnnk you

-
Press

Don't drink und drive-

200 gclHfe

-



1987-1988 llnc11988-B9 continued

Dat& MediumName of AdContent

19B7

BillboardsAll over Summer they'reRDT

(non-specific)
<l11 over Sydney

You'll haJIC <l lot more fun If

-
you leave the car at home

Press + Poster

It's the end of the road for-
the drunk driver

Leaflet

Don't blow it-A guide toAdvice and Informotion on drinks/time
stayJng under 0.05TV

Family Unscrlpted testimonial interview3 with real drink drive
victims/family of victimsRuth

as above

Rnchel

ns above

Easter 1988

TVDarbequc Drink driver/slow reflexes/To address the credibility of
0.05 and correct the misapprehension that it Is safe todrive after El few drinks

Inevltubllity

Every police cm acting as u booze bus/InevitobiliLy of
l)clng tested/To correct the mhmppr<?hension that there isless RBT

Mobile IWT

Mobile RBT units/Ideo of inevitabiHty of being tested

1988-89

TVDmbcque as above

(main periods
Xltws + Easter)

Radio

Mobile Strike RnteAdded risk of being cnught drink-driving

Rnspbcrrl es

RBT

Outdoor

11 Hand", IISlrcetSignllRUT IMobHe RUT

Press

IIStrcclSign" (ethnic press)~



1989-1990

This program c~U'riedover some advertbillg from 1988,the theme being that a driver should not succumb to sodal pressure, and should say "no" to drink driving.
A very different ndvertising cnmpaign.was developed for 1990. T.V and print advertising was based on the concept of "senses poemst'-that is, bilged on an emotion
rather than logical sequentlalthlnking. Each word conjures up un image which results in a series of mind images. The message clearly was the dire consequences of
drink driving ..
The toint budget for 1989-1990was $1,453,000.

1990-1991

The campnign, on television, focu5sed on RUT and penolties for being caught drlnk-drlving. Reference WCiS also made to the role of RUT in "keeping people sofe'''.
TIle tolat budget (or 1990-91 was $750,000.

Date MediumName of Ad Content

September 1989

TVMobile RBT Mobile RBT units/Inevitability of being tested

Drinks Party

"Say no la drink driving" JProvldes a role model for
resisting peer group pressure

BElrbequc

Don't have la drink much to ba impaired, in on emergency

Radio

Raspberries RUT

24 sheet posler

All over Summed! youRisk of being cough t
think you run avoid RnTBus Back

Side Street -Dnck LoneMobilc-RBT

Press

200 Gel Life Success of RUT in reducing the road toll.

1989-1990

TVDead Kid Chonce of crashing -
(main periods

XmElS+ Easter) Dead Mate

Chnnce of crashing

Cop

Mobile RBT + immediate licence suspension for .15 offence

Cop

RUT und lmmedlote Hccnca suspension 10r .15 offence

You Won't Survive

Mora chonce of being caught drink-driving



1989-1990 continued

Date MediumName of AdContent

Radio

Police SergeantPenoltics for drink driving

Heapsa '~~ars

.15 offence - licence cl\llcella.tion {or 3 years
Girlfriend

Emphasises harsher penalties $1500 fine + licence
cancellation for 3 years if 0.15.Thanks

Emphasises thnt people are realising the importance of not
drinking and driving, hence accidents are coming downGirl Talk

Danger and stupidity of getting into a car with a drink
driver

Cab

Don't drink and drive-take a cab/bus etc.

Posters

Dead Mate as above

Dead Kid

Dsabove

Bad Drenm

Crash dsk

Paraplegic

Crnsh risk

Press

H's not only dangerous toInJormaUon on penalties
Drink + Drive, it ca.n also cost you a lotTaxi Backs

Stay under 0.05 or catch aReminder about the risks of being caught drink-driving.
cflb

Superbus

Stay Under 0.05 or catchas above
the bus



1990-1991

Date MediumName 01 Ad Content

Dce 1990- Feb 91

TVDrink Drive You'H BcChances of being caught by RnT Imobile RBT, penalties
March 91

Sorry
"Keeping pC{)p~esafe"

Don't Drink {lnd Drive

os above

Drink Drive 0,05 and you'll

Penalties for driving at .05
besarry

Drink Drlve 0.15 and you'll

PenaHles for doving at .15
be sorry Press

Extension of .02 Limit.02 Hmit extended to young drivers, and some professionaL
drlvers

Brochure

Cheers wlthout FearsA guide to party givers

Januory 1991

BrochureA guide lo stnying underUpdated brochure with Infonnatiol'i about drink-driving
the limit

and RUT {\nd advice on drlnks/Ume for staying under .02
and.05

April 1991

Brochure.02 Limit Brochures for young drlvers and professional drivers



APPENDIX 2

LEGISLATION

ALCOHOL

16 December 1968

Introduction of a prescribed concentration of alcohol (peA) offence of
0.08 grams of alcohol per 100 millilitres of blood. Introduction of
c.hemicaI testing by police. Police were allowed to test drivers suspected
of being under the influence of alcohot drivers involved in crashes or
committing offences.

December 1979

Minimum of 3 months disqualification (1st offence).

July 1980
Police were directed to breath-test crash-involved drivers and drivers
committing 4 point offences.

15 December 1980
The PCA was lowered to 0.05.

17 De<:ember 1982

Three ranges of PCA offences were introduced ...with different penalties
for each range. The ranges were low range: .05 to under .08; middle
range: .08 to under .15; and high range: .15 and over.

Random Br~ath Testing was introduced on a trial basis benveen 17
December 1982and 16 December 1985.

Legislation was introduced to allow for the compulsory blood testing of
drivers and riders of motor and other vehicles, and of pedestrians aged
15 years and over admitted to or treated at a public hospital as the result.
of a motor accident.

May 1985
A peA of 0.02 was introduced for learner and provisional licence
holders. A special range PCA offence of .02 to under .05 was
introduced.

November 1987

Mobile Random Breath Testing was introduced on a statewide basis,
after a trial period in parts of NSW.



18 December 1989

Police were given the power to ~ediately suspend the licence of a
motorist charged with a high range peA offence/ refusing a breath test/
or refusing to allow a blood sample to be taken.

The .02 peA was extended to a person who is not the holder of a
licence, as defined in the Traffic Act The penalties for low, middle and

high range PCA offences were extended to apply to drivers supervising
learners.

January 1991
The .02 PCA was extended to drivers and riders for their first three

years of provisional/unconditionallicensing while they are under 25;
and to drivers of heavy vehicles, public passenger vehicles and
vehicles carrying hazardous loads.

Jul Y1991- Under existing provisions of the Motor Traffic Regulations
Irctroduction of the Driver Assessment Program for high range peA
offenders, on a trial basis, initially in limited areas of NSW.

Offenders within the selected areas will be required to satisfy a medical
2SSeSSIn{mt on alcohol dependency and problems associated with

alcohol use before being eligible for re-licensing following their
disqualification period.

DRUGS AND DRIVING

3 N ove.mber 1967
The Poisons Act (1966) amended the definition in the Motor Traffic Act

of the wor,d "drug" as referring to the driver of vehicles whilst under
the influence of intoxicating liquor or a drug. The new definition
included, in addition to certain drugs listed in the Poisons Act/ any
substance which may be prescribed in the Motor Traffic Regulations.
(The relevant drugs were subsequently listed under the Drug Misuse
and Trafficking Act.)

On the advice of a committee of experts on this subjectr Schedule N
was inserted in the Regulations prescn"bing a number of substances as
"drugs".

1 December 1987

Provisions were induded for blood and urine testing for drugs.

Under this legislationr a driver slb-pected of being Ullder the influence
of a drug could be stopped and a breath-alcohol test conducted. If this
test was negativer the Police could then conduct a roadside assessment.
If the driver was still SU5~cted of r.>emg impaired by a drugr the driver
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Modelling Output Glossary

- ARIMA (0,0,1) (0,1,1)

MAl
SMA1

LOGURATE

LOGD_89

LOGD_90

Non-seasonal moving average component

Seasonal moving average component

Natural Logarithm of the Unemployment Rate

Natural Logarithm of December 1989 Dummy Variable
= e in Dec 1989 and 1 elsewhere

Natural Logarithm of 1990 Dummy Variable
= e in 1990 and 1 elsewhere

Natural Logarithm of 1991 Dummy Variable
= e in 1991 and 1 elsewhere

- Regression Equation

INTERCEP
TR

LOGURATE }
LOGD_89

}

LOGD_90
}

LOGD_91
}

LOGFEB
LOGMARLOGAPRLOGMAYLOGJUNLOGJULLOGAUGLOGSEPLOGOCTLOGNOVLOGDEC

Regression Equation Intercept
Linear Trend Component of Regression Equation

= 1 in Jan '83, 2 in Feb '83 etc.

Same as with ARIMA modelling

Natural Logarithm of February Dummy Variable
= e in February and 1 in other months

Natural Logarithm of March Dummy Variable
= e in March and 1 in other months

Natural Logarithm of April Dummy Variable
= e in April and 1 in other months

Natural Logarithm of May Dummy Variable
= e in May and 1 in other months

Natural Logarithm of June Dummy Variable
= e in June and 1 in other months

Natural Logarithm of July Dummy Variable
= e in July and 1 in other months

Natural Logarithm of August Dummy Variable
= e in August and 1 in other months

Natural Logarithm of September Dummy Variable
= e in September and 1 in other months

Natural Logarithm of October Dummy Variable
= e in October and 1 in other months

Natural Logarithm of November Dummy Variable
= e in November and 1 in other months

Natural Logarithm of December Dummy Variable
= e in December and 1 in other months

e is the exponential constant and LOGe(e)=l, LOGe(l)=O.



Melbourne Serious Casualty Crashes

- ARIMA (0,0,1) (0,1,1)

FINAL PARAMETERS:

Number of residuals

Standard error

Log likelihood

AIC

SBC

R-squared

Ourbin-Yatson

SSE

96

.10297146

79.119557

-146.23911

-130.85303

0.6160

1.97

1.0657

Variables in the Model:

B

SEBT-RATIOAPPROX. PROB.

MA1

-.28162615.09760473-2.8853741.00489229

SMA1

.79376670.142721395.5616521.00000027

LOGURATE

-.01393053.00254926-5.4645500.00000Q42

LOGO 89

-.05845129.07282619-.8026136.42431277

LOGO 90

-.36498292.04476140-8.1539659.00000000

LOGO 91

-.21132918.04742749-4.4558377.00002410

- Regression Equation

Root MSE

0.09722R-square0.7734

Oep Mean

5.31204Adj R-sq0.7336

C.V.

1.83025

Ourbin-l.Iatson

1.55SSE0.8602

Parameter EstimatesParameter

StandardT for HO:

Variable

OFEstimate ErrorParameter=Oprob > ITI

INTERCEP

14.8515640.2207875321.9740.0001

TR

10.0025600.000956952.6750.0089

LOGURATE

1-0.0930370.09179309-1.0140.3135

LOGO 89

1-0.1247000.10487449-1.1890.2375

LOGO 90

1-0.3375350.05047094-6.6880.0001

LOGO 91

1-0.5037780.10107021-4_9840.0001

LOGFEB

10.1050380.046351522.2660.0258

LOGMAR

10.2226490.046000584.8400.0001

LOGAPR

10.1266140.045945082.7560.0071

LOGMAY

10.2470960.045892135.3840.0001

LOGJUN

10.1883360.046468644.0530.0001

LOGJUL

10.1411670.046367183.0450.0030

LOGAUG

10.1687910.046373573.6400.0005

LOGSEP

10.1947150.045972264.2350.0001

LOGOCT

10.1651830.046255583.5710.0006

LOGNOV

10.1787450.046327753.8580.0002

LOGOEC

10.2029900.048136764.2170.0001

"



Sydney Serious Casualty Crashes

ARIMA (0,0,1) (0,1,1)

FINAL PARAMETERS:

Number of residuals

Standard error

Log likelihood

AIC

SBC

R-squared

Durbin-IJatson

SSE

96

.12785761

52.677356

-93.354711

-77.968622

0.3941

1.88

1.9435

Variables in the Model:

MAl

SMAl

LOGURATE

LOGO_89

LOGO 90

LOGO_91

B

-.12408873

.95089431

-.00063956

-.17259360

-.16815698

-.18687484

SEB

.09495636

.57098498

.00290771

.09068436

.05326165

.05689664

T-RATIO

-1.3067974

1.6653578

-.2199537

-1.9032346

-3.1571866

-3.2844617

APPROX. PROB.

.19461060

.09931881

.82640535

.06020639

.00216794

.00145669

Regression Equation

Root MSE

0.12801R-square0.5777

Oep Mean

4.96376Adj R-sq0.5034

C.V.

2.57891

Ourbin-lJatson

1.56SSE 1.4912

Parameter EstimatesParameter

StandardT for HO:

Variable

OFEstimate ErrorParameter=OProb > ITI

INTERCEP

14.8670560.3382213514.3900.0001

TR

10.000004807 0.001268700.0040.9970

LOGURATE

10.0053590.148286490.0360.9713

LOGO_89

10.0878330.141036400.6230.5350

LOGO 90

1-0.1655010.05045617-3.2800.0015

LOGO 91

1-0.3597620.09704526-3.7070.0004

LOGFEB

10.0736700.060666771.2140.2278

LOGMAR

10.2579140.060515054.2620.0001

LOGAPR

10.1453960.060426412.4060.0181

LOGMAY

10.2124810.060529803.5100.0007

LOGJUN

10.2308070.061233113.7690.0003

LOGJUL

10.1445080.061661852.3440.0213

LOGAUG

10.2118550.060866833.4810.0008

LOGSEP

10.1609710.060626062.6550.0094

LOGOCT

10.1863460.062153342.9980.0035

LOGNOV

10.2140630.062070933.4490.0009

LOGOEC

10.1792020.062336802.8750.0050



Rural Victoria Serious Casualty Crashes

- ARIMA (0,0,1) (0,1,1)

FINAL PARAMETERS:

Number of residuals

Standard error

Log likelihood

AIC

SBC

R-squared

Ourbin-Watson

SSE

96

.13215406

48.838958

-85.677917

-70.291827

0.4741

1.99

2.0760

Variables in the Model:

B

SEBT-RATIOAPPROX. PROB.

MA1

-.03416333.09338311-.3658406.71534222

SMA1

.96413282.822799051.1717719.24438120

LOGURATE

-.00642710.00285052-2.2547109.02657748

LOGD_89

.01987308.09488912.2094347.83458221

LOGD 90

-.26293670.05112312-5.1432050.00000158

LOGO 91

-.12456866.05496856-2.2661802.02583769

Regression Equation

Root MSE

0.12744R-square0.6379

Dep Mean

4.54120Adj R-sq0.5743

C.V.

2.80633

Ourbin-Watson

1.95SSE1.4780

Parameter EstimatesParameter

StandardT for HO:

Variable

OFEstimate ErrorParameter=OProb> ITI

INTERCEP

14.9432570.2576053919.1890.0001

TR

10.0018460.000652912.8280.0058

LOGURATE

10.1040720.103063751.0100.3153

LOGO_89

1-0.1104780.14507963-0.7610.4483

LOGO 90

1-0.2649720.04891857-5.4170.0001

LOGO_91

1-0.4450090.07033762-6.3270.0001

LOGFEB

1-0.0976420.06013423-1.6240.1079

LOGMAR

1-0.0101890.06012452-0.1690.8658

LOGAPR

1-0.1592360.06018086-2.6460.0096

LOGMAY

1-0.1955560.06017381-3.2500.0016

LOGJUN

1-0.2171730.06015604-3.6100.0005

LOGJUL

1-0.2639140.06037013-4.3720.0001

LOGAUG

1-0.3165890.06025719-5.2540.0001

LOGSEP

1-0.3423740.06049065-5.6600.0001

LOGOCT

1-0.1122680.06035880-1.8600.0661

LOGNOV

1-0.1291950.06041056-2.1390.0351

LOGOEC

1-0.0252790.06257426-0.4040.6872

11



Rural NSY Serious Casualty Crashes

- ARIMA (0,0,1) (0,1,1)

FINAL PARAMETERS:

Number of residuals

Standard error

log likel ihood

AIC

SBC

R-square

Durbin_Yatson

SSE

96

.08907047

86.361983

-160.72397

-145.33788

0.3985

1.92

0.9350

Variables in the Model:

MAl

SMAl

LOGURATE

LOGO_89

LOGO 90

LOGO 91

B

.05673160

.97078906

.01269558

-.07793201

-.12562488

- .07438148

SEB

.0924947

1.0628306

.0020027

.0643810

.0319727

.0343464

T-RATIO

.6133496

.9133996

6.3393036

-1.2104808

-3.9291334

-2.1656261

APPROX. PROB.

.54119229

.36347309

.00000000

.22926372

.00016723

.03298429

Regression Equation

Root MSE

0.08687R-square0.7803

Oep Mean

5.15838Adj R-sq0.7416

C.V.

1.68402

Ourbin-Watson

2.12SSE 0.6867

Parameter EstimatesParameter

StandardT for HO:

Variable

OFEstimate ErrorParameter=OProb> ITI

INTERCEP

15.0131060.2441998820.5290.0001

TR

1-0.0032150.00062537-5.1410.0001

LOGURATE

1-0.1884790.11808772-1. 5960.1139

LOGO_89

1-0.0398440.09471408-0.4210.6750

LOGO_90

1-0.1370330.03316417-4.1320.0001

LOGO_91

1-0.1663060.04509418-3.6880.0004

LOGFEB

1-0.1457100.04097379-3.5560.0006

LOGMAR

1-0.0488390.04119011-1. 1860.2388

LOGAPR

1-0.0727670.04165106-1.7470.0840

LOGMAY

1-0.1344160.04157392-3.2330.0017

LOGJUN

1-0.1622220.04200706-3.8620.0002

LOGJUL

1-0.1517050.04175116-3.6340.0005

LOGAUG

1-0.1209140.04156580-2.9090.0046

LOGSEP

1-0.0530600.04111239-1.2910.2001

LOGOCT

1-0.0256260.04204447-0.6090.5437

LOGNOV

1-0.0370690.04291336-0.8640.3900

LOGOEC

10.0136870.042349020.3230.7473



Melbourne Fatal Crashes

- ARIMA (0,0,1) (0,1,1)

FINAL PARAMETERS:

Number of residuals

Standard error

Log likelihood

Ale

SBC

R-squared

Ourbin-IJatson

SSE

96

.25122377

-6.5148663

25.029733

40.415822

0.4262

1.73

6.8620

Variables in the Model:

B

SEBT-RATIOAPPROX. PROB.

MA1

.08361508.09463138.8835873.37927350

SMA1

.79586628.159505684.9895795.00000296

LOGURATE

-.00870133.00448542-1.9399136.05552162

LOGO 89

.12778307.18617896.6863454.49425995

LOGO_90

-.47121228.08114683-5.8069092.00000010

LOGO 91

-.10940379.08645189-1.2654876.20896280

- Regression Equation

Root MSE

0.23207R-square0.5163

Oep Mean

2.77072Adj R-sq0.4313

C.V.

8.37587

Ourbin-\Jatson

2.05SSE4.9010

Parameter EstimatesParameter

StandardT for HO:

Variable

OFEstimate ErrorParameter=OProb> ITI

INTERCEP

12.5852450.527016824.9050.0001

TR

10.0023840.002284221.0440.2994

LOGURATE

10.0411930.219108850.1880.8513

LOGO_89

10.3000220.250333981.1980.2338

LOGO 90

1-0.4722100.12047344-3.9200.0002

LOGO 91

1-0.6017760.24125321-2.4940.0144

LOGFEB

10.1900530.110640451.7180.0892

LOGMAR

10.5077070.109802764.6240.0001

LOGAPR

10.2199120.109670272.0050.0479

LOGMAY

10.4024780.109543903.6740.0004

LOGJUN

10.3347450.110920023.0180.0033

LOGJUL

10.3059250.110677832.7640.0069

LOGAUG

10.3829690.110693093.4600.0008

LOGSEP

10.3691300.109735163.3640.0011

LOGOCT

10.1539380.110411441.3940.1666

LOGNOV

10.2484270.110583712.2470.0271

LOGOEC

10.2985300.114901782.5980.0109

" 11 1 I



Rural Victoria Fatal Crashes

ARIMA (0,0,1) (0,1,1)

FINAL PARAMETERS:

Number of residuals

Standard error

Log likel ihood

AIC

SBC

R-squared

Durbin-IJatson

SSE

96

.354081

-45.795183

103.59037

118.97645

0.3422

1.99

13.7349

Variables in the Model:

MAl

SMAl

LOGURATE

LOGO_89

LOGO_90

LOGO_91

B

-.02051423

.96453639

.00134100

.05506892

-.14940753

-.13658163

SEB

.09445483

.85334459

.00754084

.25451572

.13537852

.14559656

T-RATIO

-.2171856

1.1303012

.1778320

.2163675

-1.1036280

- .9380828

APPROX. PROB.

.82855535

.26135254

.85925466

.82919097

.27269664

.35071275

- Regression Equation

Root MSE

0.34303R-square0.2478

Oep Mean

2.45377Adj R-sq0.1155

C.V.

13.97981

Ourbin-IJatson

2.05SSE10.7018

Parameter EstimatesParameter

StandardT for HO:

Variable

OFEstimate ErrorParameter=OProb> ITI

INTERCEP

12.9560440.693394984.2630.0001

TR

10.0005090.001757430.2900.7727

LOGURATE

10.1297810.277416130.4680.6410

LOGO 89

1-0.4007520.39051002-1.0260.3075

LOGO 90

1-0.1669950.13167384-1.2680.2079

LOGO 91

1-0.3711010.18932739-1.9600.0530

LOGFEB

1-0.2725750.16186297-1.6840.0956

LOGMAR

10.0810790.161836830.5010.6176

LOGAPR

1-0.0280740.16198848-0.1730.8628

LOGMAY

1-0.0733680.16196952-0.4530.6516

LOGJUN

1-0.2378810.16192167-1.4690.1453

LOGJUL

1-0.3002560.16249793-1.8480.0679

LOGAUG

1-0.2172550.16219394-1. 3390.1838

LOGSEP

1-0.1869660.16282233-1.1480.2539

LOGOCT

1-0.3818570.16246745-2.3500.0209

LOGNOV

1-0.0869510.16260678-0.5350.5941

LOGOEC

10.1013510.168430780.6020.5488



Sydney Fatal Crashes

- ARIMA (0,0,1) (0,1,1)

FINAL PARAMETERS:

Number of residuals

Standard error

Log likelihood

Ale

SBC

R-squared

Ourbin-Watson

SSE

96

.29781436

-30.310752

72.621505

88.007594

0.3711

1.89

10.9162

Variables in the Model:

B

SEBT-RATIOAPPROX. PROB.

MA1

-.25115886.0891458-2.8173955.00595055

SMA1

.984638852.1228344.4638321.64388770

LOGURATE

-.00290666.0076017-.3823714.70308709

LOGO 89

.12120425.2085524.5811693.56257892

LOGO 90

-.19416218.1385615-1.4012708.16457181

LOGO_91

-.42385646.1477904-2.8679573.00514555

- Regression Equation

Root MSE

0.30000R-square0.3999

Oep Mean

2.73201Adj R-sq0.2943

C.V.

10.98082

Ourbin-iJatson

1.54SSE 8.1899

Parameter EstimatesParameter

StandardT for HO:

Variable

OFEstimate ErrorParameter=OProb> ITI

INTERCEP

12.3031730.792631062.9060.0046

TR

10.000041050 0.002973250.0140.9890

LOGURATE

1-0.0566230.34751347-0.1630.8709

LOGO 89

10.3018260.330522680.9130.3636

LOGO 90

1-0.1599900.11824543-1.3530.1794

LOGO 91

1-0.5655790.22742824-2.4870.0147

LOGFEB

10.2116910.142174251.4890.1400

LOGMAR

10.3501700.141818682.4690.0154

LOGAPR

10.3703830.141610962.6150.0104

LOGMAY

10.4551840.141853243.2090.0018

LOGJUN

10.4616030.143501473.2170.0018

LOGJUL

10.3545460.144506252.4530.0161

LOGAUG

10.4371140.142643093.0640.0029

LOGSEP

10.5021000.142078843.5340.0006

LOGOCT

10.3837950.145658072.6350.0099

LOGNOV

10.3853960.145464932.6490.0095

LOGOEC

10.3526980.146088002.4140.0178

11



Rural NSY Fatal Crashes

- ARIMA (0,0,1) (0,1,1)

FINAL PARAMETERS:

Number of residuals

Standard error

Log likelihood

AIC

SBC

R-squared

Durbin-Yatson

SSE

96

.23483396

-1.0602232

14.120446

29.506536

0.3076

2.03

5.5306

Variables in the Model:

MA1

SMA1

LOGURATE

LOGO_89

LOGO 90

LOGO_91

B

.06287234

.83308715

.01331322

-.15745519

-.17504982

-.11004343

SEB

.09563401

.16550012

.00523944

.17118089

.07888673

.08418432

T-RATlO

.6574266

5.0337556

2.5409633

-.9198176

-2.2190021

-1.3071726

APPROX. PROB.

.51258463

.00000248

.01276713

.36012715

.02900118

.19448370

- Regression Equation

Root MSE

0.21865R-square0.4952

Oep Mean

3.09408Adj R-sq0.4065

C.V.

7.06673

Ourbin-IIatson

2.14SSE 4.3505

Parameter EstimatesParameter

StandardT for HO:

Variable

OFEstimate ErrorParameter=OProb> ITI

INTERCEP

13.5955260.614660405.8500.0001

TR

1-0.0016340.00157408-1.0380.3021

LOGURATE

10.2028240.297231290.6820.4967

LOGO 89

1-0.1825520.23839893-0.7660.4458

LOGO 90

1-0.1977350.08347548-2.3690.0200

LOGO 91

1-0.3588640.11350378-3.1620.0021

LOGFEB

1-0.0095490.10313258-0.0930.9264

LOGMAR

10.1560500.103677081.5050.1357

LOGAPR

1-0.0101110.10483731-0.0960.9234

LOGMAY

10.0744320.104643150.7110.4787

LOGJUN

10.0419510.105733380.3970.6925

LOGJUL

10.1230290.105089261.1710.2448

LOGAUG

10.0755480.104622700.7220.4721

LOGSEP

10.2580960.103481452.4940.0144

LOGOCT

10.2103920.105827531.9880.0498

LOGNOV

10.1544990.108014551.4300.1560

LOGDEC

10.3275620.106594103.0730.0028



Victoria (Unemployment) Serious Casualty Crashes

- ARIMA (0,0,1) (0,1,1)

FINAL PARAMETERS:

Number of residuals

Standard error

Log likelihood

AIC

SBC

R-squared

Ourbin-Watson

SSE

96

.08872184

92.494862

-172.98972

-157.60363

0.6671

1.97

0.8254

Variables in the Model:

MA1

SMA1

LOGURATE

LOGO 89

LOGO 90

LOGO 91

B

-.21289078

.82855705

-.01176104

-.02945531

-.33411480

-.18488777

SEB

.09818086

.16857966

.00210534

.06281369

.03725477

.03965006

T-RATIO

-2.1683532

4.9149289

-5.5862957

-.4689315

-8.9683774

-4.6629887

APPROX. PROB.

.03276980

.00000400

.00000025

.64025235

.00000000

.00001084

- Regression Equation

Root MSE

0.08298R-square0.7825

Oep Mean

5.69683Adj R-sq0.7443

C.V.

1.45668

Ourbin-IJatson

1.67SSE .6267

Parameter EstimatesParameter

StandardT for HO:

Variable

OFEstimate ErrorParameter=OProb> ITI

INTERCEP

15.5817330.2054115327.1730.0001

TR

10.0028210.000717893.9290.0002

LOGURATE

1-0.0026420.08461583-0.0310.9752

LOGO 89

1-0.1390840.09036632-1.5390.1272

LOGO_90

1-0.3420260.03751654-9.1170.0001

LOGO 91

1-0.5331640.07857491-6.7850.0001

LOGFEB

10.0271820.039495720.6880.4931

LOGMAR

10.1345830.039181043.4350.0009

LOGAPR

10.0219320.039152730.5600.5767

LOGMAY

10.0960680.039179772.4520.0161

LOGJUN

10.0547870.039466751.3880.1685

LOGJUL

10.0057420.039519780.1450.8848

LOGAUG

10.0114120.039365930.2900.7726

LOGSEP

10.0216550.039255880.5520.5826

LOGOCT

10.0679520.039436351.7230.0883

LOGNOV

10.0750500.039470811.9010.0604

LOGDEC

10.1174500.041124892.8560.0053

11



Victoria (Travel) Serious Casualty Crashes

- ARIMA (0,0,1) (0,1,1)

FINAL PARAMETERS:

Number of residuals

Standard error

Log Iikel ihood

AIC

sac

R-squared

Durbin-\Jatson

SSE

96

.08754391

92.824879

-173 .64976

-158.26367

0.6786

1.97

0.8208

Variables in the Model:

MA1

SMA1

LOGTRAV

LOGO_89

LOGO 90

LOGO_91

B

-.20251970

.85895673

.00219089

- .03060649

-.33340582

-.19082689

SEa

.09743429

.19923626

.00037518

.06150100

.03668760

.03953517

T-RATIO

-2.0785260

4.3112470

5.8396024

-.4976585

-9.0876967

-4.8267625

APPROX. PROB.

.04050788

.00004159

.00000008

.61993837

.00000000

.00000569

- Regression Equation

Root MSE

0.08295R-square0.7827

Oep Mean

5.69683Adj R-sq0.7445

C.V.

1.45613

Ourbin-IJatson

1.67SSE 0.6262

Parameter Estimates Parameter

StandardT for HO:

Variable

OFEstimate ErrorParameter=OProb > IT I

INTERCEP

16.7746754.472989411.5150.1333

TR

10.0031670.001292912.4500.0162

LOGTRAV

1-0.0800020.30156510-0.2650.7914

LOGO_89

1-0.1390140.08948700-1. 5530.1238

LOGO_90

1-0.3479150.03734029-9.3170.0001

LOGO 91

1-0.5472270.05649175-9.6870.0001

LOGFEB

10.0224620.042703070.5260.6002

LOGMAR

10.1322180.040061873.3000.0014

LOGAPR

10.0219190.039121510.5600.5767

LOGMAY

10.0967520.039207952.4680.0155

LOGJUN

10.0548030.039154711.4000.1650

LOGJUL

10.0029140.040758580.0710.9432

LOGAUG

10.0100040.039611220.2530.8012

LOGSEP

10.0194070.040101210.4840.6296

LOGOCT

10.0657270.040232911.6340.1058

LOGNOV

10.0749100.039303151.9060.0598

LOGOEC

10.1178660.040463552.9130.0045



New South Wales (Unemployment) Serious Casualty Crashes

- ARIMA (0,0,1) (0,1,1)

FINAL PARAMETERS:

Number of residuals

Standard error

Log likelihood

AIC

SBC

R-squared

Durbin-Watson

SSE

96

.08400461

97.602259

-183.20452

-167.81843

0.4637

1.86

0.7429

Variables in the Model:

MA1

SMA1

LOGURATE

LOGO_89

LOGO 90

LOGO 91

B

-.04491588

.83399600

.00628568

-.10763259

-.14289392

-.12814432

SEB

.10084979

.18069815

.00189749

.06090237

.03115903

.03314174

T-RATIO

-.4453741

4.6154097

3.3126310

-1.7672973

-4.5859558

-3.8665532

APPROX. PROB.

.65711862

.00001305

.00133213

.08056820

.00001463

.00020849

- Regression Equation

Root MSE

0.08063R-square0.7641

Oep Mean

5.76254Adj R-sq0.7226

C.V.

1.39915

Durbin-IJatson

1.67SSE 0.5916

Parameter EstimatesParameter

StandardT for HO:

Variable

DFEstimate ErrorParameter=OProb> ITI

INTERCEP

15.7442790.2445079923.4930.0001

TR

1-0.0017000.00077212-2.2010.0302

LOGURATE

1-0.0513750.11154414-0.4610.6462

LOGD_89

10.0214110.088744000.2410.8099

LOGD_90

1-0.1462230.03104942-4.7090.0001

LOGD_91

1-0.2546940.05671177-4.4910.0001

LOGFEB

1-0.0552200.03805254-1.4510.1502

LOGMAR

10.0824900.038015002.1700.0326

LOGAPR

10.0201070.038287460.5250.6007

LOGMAY

10.0166370.038385950.4330.6657

LOGJUN

10.0133340.038900200.3430.7326

LOGJUL

1-0.0227230.03902490-0.5820.5618

LOGAUG

10.0217100.038540830.5630.5746

LOGSEP

10.0337080.038208970.8820.3800

LOGOCT

10.0622020.039335201.5810.1173

LOGNOV

10.0708670.039780731.7810.0782

LOGDEC

10.0801320.039258592.0410.0441

11



New South Wales (Travel) Serious Casualty Crashes

- ARIMA (0,0,1) (0,1,1)

FINAL PARAMETERS:

Number of residuals

Standard error

Log likel ihood

AIC

SBC

R-squared

Durbin-Watson

SSE

96

.08454747

97.374236

-182.74847

-167.36238

0.4628

1.86

0.7469

Variables in the Model:

B

SEBT-RATIOAPPROX. PROB.

MA1

-.04730381.10123979-.4672452.64145350

SMA1

.82059164.170119824.8236100.00000576

LOGTRAV

-.00101456.00031713-3.1991769.00190359

LOGO 89

-.10755667.06159174-1.7462840.08417374

LOGO_90

-.14663363.03085563-4.7522490.00000764

LOGO 91

-.12785600.03323681-3.8468197.00022341

- Regression Equation

Root MSE

0.07966R-square0.7698

Oep Mean

5.76254Adj R-sq0.7293

C.V.

1.38229

Ourbin-IJatson

1.71SSE 0.5774

Parameter EstimatesParameter

StandardT for HO:

Variable

OFEstimate ErrorParameter=OProb> ITI

INTERCEP

1-1.4782514.68579543-0.3150.7531

TR

1-0.0026330.00087611-3.0050.0034

LOGTRAV

10.4863670.310728811.5650.1210

LOGO_89

10.0338660.085965960.3940.6945

LOGO 90

1-0.1366340.03126795-4.3700.0001

LOGO_91

1-0.2550270.03571011-7.1420.0001

LOGFEB

1-0.0276440.04170778-0.6630.5091

LOGMAR

10.1027820.039730302.5870.0113

LOGAPR

10.0316890.038054970.8330.4072

LOGMAY

10.0260610.037847260.6890.4928

LOGJUN

10.0233550.037809900.6180.5383

LOGJUL

1-0.0008190.03932573-0.0210.9834

LOGAUG

10.0298420.037798420.7900.4319

LOGSEP

10.0439900.038111901.1540.2514

LOGOCT

10.0781590.038411182.0350.0448

LOGNOV

10.0825320.037959752.1740.0323

LOGOEC

10.0820840.038797822.1160.0371



Victoria (Unemployment) Fatal Crashes

- ARIMA (0,0,1) (0,1,1)

FINAL PARAMETERS:

Number of residuals

Standard error

Log liI<elihood

Ale

SBC

R-squared

Ourbin-Watson

SSE

96

.18984644

21.131141

-30.262282

-14.876193

0.4479

1.92

3.6564

Variables in the Model:

B

SEBT-RATlOAPPROX. PROB.

MA1

.04912827.09998637.4913496.62437510

SMA1

.76387717.153291024.9831826.00000304

LOGURATE

-.00542457.00367699-1.4752757.14362812

LOGO 89

.12627255.14324603.8815082.38039124

LOGO 90

-.34255655.06269362-5.4639775.00000042

LOGO 91

-.13423916.06651254-2.0182535.04654223

- Regression Equation

Root MSE

0.17594R-square0.5394

Oep Mean

3.34095Adj R-sq0.4584

C.V.

5.26614

Ourbin-Watson

2.11SSE2.8169

Parameter Estimates
Parameter

StandardT for HO:

Variable

OFEstimate ErrorParameter=OProb> ITI

INTERCEP

13.0880820.435499887.0910.0001

TR

10.0008220.001522030.5400.5905

LOGURATE

1-0.0748260.17939686-0.4170.6776

LOGO_89

1-0.0141950.19158867-0.0740.9411

LOGO_90

1-0.3185110.07954006-4.0040.0001

LOGO_91

1-0.4114010.16658931-2.4700.0154

LOGFEB

1-0.0096600.08373621-0.1150.9084

LOGMAR

10.2954390.083069043.5570.0006

LOGAPR

10.0950710.083009021.1450.2551

LOGMAY

10.1676090.083066352.0180.0466

LOGJUN

10.0778050.083674780.9300.3549

LOGJUL

10.0145810.083787200.1740.8622

LOGAUG

10.1076720.083461031.2900.2003

LOGSEP

10.1108560.083227711.3320.1862

LOGOCT

1-0.0909230.08361033-1.0870.2797

LOGNOV

10.0875180.083683401.0460.2984

LOGDEC

10.2117930.087190262.4290.0171

11 " , i,1
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Victoria (Travel) Fatal Crashes

- ARIMA (0,0,1) (0,1,1)

FINAL PARAMETERS:

Number of residuals

Standard error

Log likel ihood

AIC

SBC

R-squared

Ourbin-Watson

SSE

96

.18973004

21.148271

-30.296542

-14.910453

0.4493

1.92

3.6558

Variables in the Model:

MA1

SMA1

LOGTRAV

LOGO_89

LOGO_90

LOGO_91

B

.04946636

.76578040

.00100452

.12575344

-.34175057

-.13690536

SEB

.09995126

.15416064

.00067400

.14303119

.06225858

.06674744

T -RAT 10

.4949048

4.9674183

1.4903842

.8792029

-5.4892128

-2.0510955

APPROX. PROS.

.62187320

.00000324

.13961947

.38163292

.00000037

.04316509

- Regression Equation

Root MSE

0.17593R-square0.5395

Oep Mean

3.34095Adj R-sq0.4585

C.V.

5.26578

Ourbin-IJatson

2.11SSE 2.8165

Parameter EstimatesParameter

StandardT for HO:

Variable

OFEstimate ErrorParameter=OProb > ITI

INTERCEP

1-0.8266919.48630982-0.0870.9307

TR

10.0002290.002742010.0830.9338

LOGTRAV

10.2760400.639558850.4320.6670

LOGO_89

1-0.0021470.18978392-0.0110.9910

LOGO_90

1-0.3181700.07919123-4.0180.0001

LOGO_91

1-0.4328870.11980764-3.6130.0005

LOGFEB

10.0012440.090564620.0140.9891

LOGMAR

10.3015570.084963163.5490.0006

LOGAPR

10.0939920.082968841.1330.2602

LOGMAY

10.1667760.083152172.0060.0479

LOGJUN

10.0825690.083039250.9940.3227

LOGJUL

10.0294150.086440750.3400.7344

LOGAUG

10.1159890.084007431.3810.1708

LOGSEP

10.1174820.085046581.3810.1705

LOGOCT

1-0.0796680.08532590-0.9340.3529

LOGNOV

10.0915700.083354061.0990.2749

LOGOEC

10.2027490.085815042.3630.0203



New South Wales (Unemployment) Fatal Crashes

- ARIMA (0,0,1) (0,1,1)

FINAL PARAMETERS:

Number of residuals

Standard error

Log likelihood

AIC

sac

R-squared

Ourbin-Watson

SSE

96

.16798148

24.587983

-37.175966

-21.789876

0.3868

1.95

3.2980

Variables in the Model:

B

SEBT-RATIOAPPROX. PROB.

MA1

-.00659011.0918726-.0717309.94297546

SMA1

.986617462.0836330.4735083.63699692

LOGURATE

.00599049.00368831.6241733.10783613

LOGD 89

-.05373107.1218713-.4408837.66035420

LOGO_90

-.18082237.0644857-2.8040680.00618116

LOGO 91

-.23902109.0690978-3.4591731.00083014

Regression Equation

Root MSE

0.16603R-square0.6108

Oep Mean

3.64030Adj R-sq0.5424

C.V.

4.56084

Ourbin-\oIatson

1.95SSE2.5085

Parameter EstimatesParameter

StandardT for HO:

Variable

OFEstimate ErrorParameter=OProb> ITI

INTERCEP

13.8503180.503497497.6470.0001

TR

1-0.0005450.00158996-0.3430.7324

LOGURATE

10.1195230.229694730.5200.6041

LOGO_89

10.0262200.182744040.1430.8862

LOGO_90

1-0.1906880.06393780-2.9820.0037

LOGO_91

1-0.4733600.11678242-4.0530.0001
pNLOGFEB

10.0443520.078358830.5660.5728

LOGMAR

10.2090040.078281532.6700.0090

LOGAPR

10.1149740.078842581.4580.1482

LOGMAY

10.2057700.079045382.6030.0108

LOGJUN

10.2099170.080104352.6210.0103

LOGJUL

10.1931200.080361142.4030.0183

LOGAUG

10.1907890.079364312.4040.0182

LOGSEP

10.3294450.078680964.1870.0001

LOGOCT

10.2643950.081000113.2640.0015

LOGNOV

10.2230330.081917552.7230.0078

LOGOEC

10.3162440.080842363.9120.0002

11



New South Wales (Travel) Fatal Crashes

- ARIMA (0,0,1) (0,1,1)

FINAL PARAMETERS:

Number of residuals

Standard error

log likel ihood

Ale

SHC

R-squared

Durbin-Watson

SSE

96

.16790836

24.509216

-37.018432

-21.632343

0.3871

1.95

3.3024

variables in the Model:

MAl

SMAl

LOGTRAV

LOGD_89

LOGD_90

LOGD_91

B

-.00837092

.98874004

-.00096662

-.05481092

-.18450011

-.23880638

SEB

•0918022

2.4758658

.0006093

.1218366

.0637872

.0692932

T-RATIO

-.0911842

.3993512

-1.5863271

- .4498724

-2.8924314

-3.4463169

APPROX. PROB •

.92754912

.69058025

.11617243

.65388387

.00479298

.00086577

- Regression Equation

Root MSE

0.16477R-square0.6167

Dep Mean

3.64030Adj R-sq0.5493

C.V.

4.52640

Durbin-Watson

1.94SSE 2.4707

Parameter EstimatesParameter

StandardT for HO:

Variable

OFEstimate ErrorParameter=OProb > ITl

INTERCEP

1-8.9170239.69301143-0.9200.3600

TR

1-0.0033930.00181231-1.8720.0644

LOGTRAV

10.8294180.642771961.2900.2002

LOGD_89

10.0146670.177828730.0820.9344

LOGD_90

1-0.1664010.06468072-2.5730.0117

LOGD_91

1-0.3890480.07386975-5.2670.0001

LOGFEB

10.0947360.086276491.0980.2751

LOGMAR

10.2435840.082185892.9640.0039

LOGAPR

10.1264010.078720311.6060.1118

LOGMAY

10.2122500.078290642.7110.0080

LOGJUN

10.2120150.078213352.7110.0080

LOGJUL

10.2145690.081348992.6380.0098

LOGAUG

10.1938240.078189612.4790.0150

LOGSEP

10.3422540.078838084.3410.0001

LOGOCT

10.2738480.079457163.4460.0009

LOGNOV

10.2222410.078523342.8300.0057

LOGDEC

10.3186170.080256973.9700.0001




